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GREENHOUSE WARMING: A RATIONALE FOR NUCLEAR POWER? 

BILL KEEPIN 

GRECORY KATS 

I. lutroduc1ion 

Scientists have long recognized that small changes in the chemical composition of the 
Earth's atmosphere could result in potentially serious global climate variations. Most 
familiar is the possible climatic warming that could result from the so-called "greenhouse" 
effect associated with increased concentrations of carbon dioxide {C0

2
). Certain trace gases 

in the earth's atmosphere, such as eo,, absorb in the infrared wavelength region, and thus 
uap part of the earth's infrared radiatton that would otherwise be radiated into space. This 
means that incoming solar energy is partially retained, causing the earth's temperature to 
rise -- hence the term "greenhouse" effect.1 The effect was first identified over a century 
ago, and the earliest analytical work was done in 1896 by Svante Arrhenius. who estimated 
that a doubled concentration of C0

2 
would lead to a 4-6 degree [Celsius] rise in the Earth's 

surface temperature.2 

The atmospheric concentration of CO; has increased from a "pre-industrial" level of 275 
ppmv in the mid-1800s to around 34.> ppmv by 1984.3 This increase is due primarily to 
anthropogenic activities, including both deforestation" and the combustion of fossil fuels. 
Between 1861 and 1984, the world experienced "a long time scale warming trend, with the 
three warmest years being 1980, 1981, and 1983, and five of nine warmest years in the 
entire 134-year record occurring after 1978."5 The global mean temperature has increased 
by about half a degree Celcius during this period.6 Serious attention to this issue increased 
during the 1950s and 1960s, and now in the late 1980s the greenhouse warming problem has 
become a household term. 

Over the past decade there has been increasing political recognnton of the urgency of the 
greenhouse problem. In t 9S6, the United States Congress appropriated $7.6 million to the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency {EPA) study the current status of greenhouse 
warming, and to analyze various policies to ameliorate the problem. The EPA is currently 

lfOo: a nview o{ the acicnti!ic theory, M:c "'The Grccnhouac Theory of Climate Chance: A Teat by -.n ln.dvcr1.cnt 

Clobal Experiment,"'~ 240:293-99, lS April 1988. 

2s. Arrhcniua, "'On the Infiuence .of Carbonic Acid in the Air upon the Tcmpe"ratur.- of tht- Ground; Phit. Mac. 41:237 

(1896). For -.n hiatoricaJ account, ace J. Auaubcl, •Annex 2• in Chanrinc Climat.-. National Rc•earch Council, 1983. 

3a. Bolin !l....!L. The. Grc-t-nhou~e Eff«t ClimMir Change, and Ecosyatcnu. John Wilc-y, 1986. Chapter l. 

4G..M. Woodwcll et al., "'Global Deforeatation: Contribution to Atmo.phcric Carbon Dioxide,"' Scit-ncc 222: 1081·83 

(1983). 

5
P.O. Jonca. T. Wicley, and P, Wricht, •ctobal Temperature Variation• Dctwcrn l8Gl and 198(: !'i!!.!!!! 322:430 (31 

July 1986). 

6
R.A.Kcrr, •ra the Crecnhouac Jlcrc?• ~ 239:SS9-Gl (S Februat")" 1988). 



conducting several workshops on the topic, and expects to report back to Congress in early 
1989.7 

Recent studies have revealed rising atmospheric concentrations not only of C0
2

, but also of 
oilier greenhouse gases such as methane, nitrous oxide, and chlorofluorocarbons (cFcs). 
These additional trace gases are expected to exacerbate the climatic warming trend 
considerably. Anthropogenic emissions of C0

2 
into the atmosphere come primarily from 

the combustion of fossil fuels and from deforestation. Climate warming could produce a 
number of changes in the terrestrial biosphere that are irreversible and difficult to predict. 
Expansion of seawater together with the melting of polar ice caps could raise sea level 
enough gradually to flood coastal cities. Major shifts in precipitation patterns could 
profoundly change regional farm yields, dislocating global food supplies. A related 
environmental problem associated with fossil fuel combustion -- commonly referred to as 
·acid rain• -- involves acid deposition resulting from airborne emissions of sulfur dioxide 
(SO..) and nitrogen oxides (NO ). The resulting acidification of lakes and forests has 
evidently already wreaked. considerable damage upon trees. soils, and aquatic wildlife. 

In ~iew of these problems, it is widely recognized that continued fossil-fuel combustion on 
a large scale will accelerate future climatic warming and environmental degradation. 
Consequently it is essential to minimize our burning of these fuels in the future. Many 
people believe that this can only be done by replacing fossil fuels with another energy 
source. Moreover. it is often assumed that the only serious candidate for this new energy 
source is nuclear power, primarily because no other non-fossil supply technology can be 
developed on a sufficiently large scale. Thus,. a growing number of individuals and 
institutions are coming to the view that the environmental hazards of burning fossil fuels 
will ultimately force us back to nuclear power. and that public perceptions of nuclear 
power will simplr have to adapt accordingly. 

In this paper, we explore the viability of a nuclear solution to the greenhouse warming 
problem from several perspectives. After summarizing the arguments for a nuclear solution 
in Section 2. we begin our analysis in Section 3 by explicitly assuming highly favorable 
conditions for nuclear power. We then analyze in detail two greenhouse scenarios that span 
the range from moderate to substantial future greenhouse warming. The overall fitJding is 
t1::::::. ~ &. czsive worldwic..e nuclear power program sus1ained over a period of several 
u·:--·e:: ~not ·solve· the greenhouse problem. 

Section 4 of the report takes a different tack. surveying historical experience and future 
prospects of nuclear power around the world. This section focuses particularly on 
developing countries. since the history of nuclear power in these countries is less well 
known. The basic finding is that the Third World cannot support a major expansion of 
nuclear power on the scale that would be reQuired in an attempted nuclear solution to 
greenhouse warming. 

In Section S we examine several low-energy scenarios in which the threat of greenhouse 
warming is greatly reduced. The gctacral fi11ding is that the ke.v to amclioratitag future 
climatic warmitag caused by atmospheric release of carbon dioxide is to improve the 
efliciet~cy of energy usage. The degree of future energy efficiency is the greatest 
determinant of future C02 emissions. Even a sixfold expansion of nuclear power would 
have little impact on the greenhouse problem. unless that problem has already been large!~· 
solved by efficiency in the first place. 

•rundo for EPA in the Area of Ocone Depletion, The Creenlaou•e Effect and Climate Chan;;c; United Sta.Lco 

Congressional Record • SenAte, S 14779-80. l OcLo~r t98G. 
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Finally. we perform an opportunity cost analysis of a nuclear response to greenhouse 
warming. lt is found that iu,·esting in nuclear power as a strategy for abating greenhouse 
,\'arming actually ma&.es the problem worse, by di•·erting funds :t~·ay from improving 
dficiency. 1•er dollar ian·ested, efficiency is nearly se,·en times n1ore effective in abating 
C02 than nuclear power. Per kWh of electricity produced, nucle:tr power is effecti•·cly 
almost six limes more carbon intensh·e than coal fired power (in terms of carbon lh:tt 
could have been displaced by :tn equivalent investment in efficiency). 

The conclusion of this study is that nuclear power is a slow and ineffective response to the 
greenhouse "·arming problem, whereas improved energy efficiency is the opposite: quick, 
and highly effective. In addition. a "nuclear solution" would be economically infeasible for 
the developing world and is not the economically preferred solution in either industrialized 
or developing nations. 

Following the conclusions are two Appendices that provide details of calculations in the 
text, and analysis of financing in developing countries. 

2. Argumellls for a Nuclear Solution 

Nuclear power has long been viewed as a possible solution to the global greenhouse 
problem. M public awareness of the threat of climatic warming grew during the 1960s and 
1970s, nuclear energy was frequently cited as an attractive alternative to fossil fuels.8 In 
recent years, nuclear advocates have pointed to the growing urgency of environmental 
problems associated with fossil fuels as a major reason for revitalizing nuclear power.9 

Recent testimony to the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources asserted 
that -rhe pcoblems of climate change underline the importance of restoring the nuclear 
energy option.·10 And Alvin Wei.nberg. the grandfather of the pressurized-water reactor. 
argues that ·carbon dioxide, I believe. has emerged and continues to emerge as perhaps the 
central environmental issue. It seems to me •• .(to be] the strongest incentive to get back on 
track with nuclear energy.•11 

lt is worthwhile to consider the reasons for this view. Nuclear power offers some attractive 
features as regards the greenhouse warming problem. Predominant among these. of course. 
is that nuclear electricity generation entails no direct emissions of CO:t or of any other 
greenhouse gases.n Particularly when compared to coal-fired power, thts is a distinct ad-

See, (or example, A.M. Wcinbecc, •Nuc1cac Encrc:y at the Turninc Point,• 1A.EA CN-36/503, 1977, a.nd the 

diacuaaion in Chapter Six of Kecny, S.M. et al., Nuclear Power: l&auea and Choice., Ballincer, 1977. 

0
See, for cxazqple, A.M. Weinberc. ·•.1.. Nuclear Power Advocate Refiect. on Chcrnobyl; Bull.:tin or the Atomic 

Scientist• (3(1):58 (Auc:./Sept. 1986), or quotation {rom H. Blix in Nucleonics Wcclc, 16 Oct. 1986. p. 13. 

10c. J. MacDonald, Relationship Betwct!n CuJTent Enera Technolodea and the C~nhouac Effect and Clobal 

Warming. statement before the Committee on Enuq and Natural Resources United Statea Senate, 10 November 

12!1. 

11 
A.M. Weinberc:, colloquium at Loe AJamoa National Laboratory. 7 December 1987, quoted in S. Douc:hton·Evana. 

•s•Ce R.eactora Power of Future?; Lo• Alamo• Monitor, 8 December 1987. 

12 
Nuclc•r rc•cl.orw and (ea~cially) reprocuainc: plants emit a radio&ctiv<t c:a..a lcnown u ltrypton·BS, which rnay 

chance C.hc ioni~aLion l.,vel of the •tmoaphere. The conaequencca arc not known, but it ia auppoa~ that 'mportant 

rncchaniama of heat transfer between C.he lropice and C.ernpcralc reciona could be modified, with poaaibly aerioua 
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vantage. Moreover. nuclear power also entails no S0
1 

or NOx emassaons. meaning that it 
makes no contribution to acid rain. Again. this advantage is especially relevant in com
parison to coal-generated electricity. Finally. the breeder reactor can in principle produce 
rnore plutonium fuel than it consumes. In a nutshell. advocates of a nuclear solution to the 
greenhouse warming problem maintain that nuclear power is ·clean; it is inexhaustible (in 
principle). and it can presumably make a sufficiently large contribution to replace fossil 
fuels. 

Implicit Premises 

lt is important to point out that the notion of a nuclear 
solution to greenhouse warming entails a number of implicit premises and assumptions that 
we shall mention only briefly here. For example, there are numerous other non-fossil 
sources of energy (e.g •• hydroelectric. wind, and solar power}. as well as many demand
reducing options such as end-use efficiency and conservation -- none of which emit C02• 

However, the usual assumption is that these other sources and options could not make 
sufficiently large contributions to be seriously considered as candidates for substitution of 
fossil fuels. even if they were all combined into a coherent grand strategy. A further 
implicit assumption is that future growth in energy and particularly in electricity demand 
will be substantial. Indeed. most nuclear scenarios assume relatively low energy price 
elasticities. along with rather strong correlations between energy demand and economic 
growth. The result is rapidly growing energy demand. (especially demand for electricity.] 
This, in turn. entails the assumption that electricity is well suited to most end-uses. and 
that its convenience and unusually high quality in many applications will outweigh its 
higher cost. even in developing nations. Finally. there is the host of well known health and 
safety issues associated with nuclear power. and the increased danger of proliferation of 
nuclear weapons. Nuclear proponents generally assume that these problems are either 
solvable or relatively unimportant. 

There is considerable evidence to suggest that these implicit assumptions will not hold -
indeed, that they already do not hold.1:s Nevertheless, since our purpose is to assume 
favorable conditions for nuclear power. we will not examine these premises further here. 
In Section .S we explore the potential for improved energy efficiency to curtail future 
energy demand growth and thereby to displace C0

2 
emissions. 

J. Feasibilit)' of a Nuclear SoluLion 

The essence of a nuclear solution to the greenhouse warming problem is the use of nuclear 
electricity to replace energy generated from the combustion of fossil fuels. Assuming that 
this strategy were to be adopted. it is n3tura1 to ask: how extensive a nuclear program 
would this require? How much would such a program cost? How effective would it be? 
To address such questions. it is necessary to turn to some representative scenarios of the 

climatic chan(ea. The quantity o! krypton currently bein' releued i• very amall, but of coune it would be much 

creater if the world ..,i,oroualy punoued nuclear power u a ruponae to the crec:nhouae problem. See W .L. Doeck, •The 

Meteoroloe;ical Conaequencea of Atmoapheric krypton as~·~ 193:10S·l98 (1976). 

13
Su, for ex».mple, 0. J. Roae, M.M. Miller, and C. Acnew, •neduc.inc the Problem o!Ciobal Warminc; Technoloa 

Review May/Junc. 198<, pp <9-58; A.B. Lovina, L.U. Lovina, F. Knuac:. and W. Oach. t~ASt·Cost Enc:rr;y: Solvin£ 

the C0'2 Problem, Crick Uouu, 1981; or J. Coldemberc et al., •An £nd-Uac: Oriented Clobal £nc:ra Stratea: 

Annual Review o{ £nera 10, 1985, pp.•G13·88, and ••• (WAI title). 
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world's energy future. A scenario is not a forecast, but rather a plausible evolution of 
future events, based on certain internally consistent assumptions. 14 

In this section, we focus specifically on two global energy scenarios that pose a serious 
threat of greenhouse warming due to CO~ emissions. These are representative scenarios 
from the literature that foresee moderate to substantial growth in future fossil-fuel 
consumption. As such, these scenarios effectively bound the domain of serious global 
warming futures due to emissions of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. In a later section, 
we treat separately those scenarios that project little or no growth in fossil fuel 
consumption, as they pose a much reduced climate warming risk. 

Our goal in this section is to explore the prospects for nuclear power to solve the im
pending climate warming problem implicit in these two greenhouse scenarios. We begin by 
assuming economic and political conditions that are highly favorable to nuclear power. 
Then, within the context of each scenario, we suppose that the world pursues nuclear power 
vigorously as a means to eliminate the climate warming threat. Specifically, we assume that 
coal is entirely displaced by nuclear power over a period of a few decades. We then 
calculate rates of capital investment required for this transition. estimate the costs involved. 
and evaluate the effect on C0

2 
emissions.l5 Since greenhouse warming in these two 

scenarios ranges from moderate to severe, conclusions common to both scenarios will be 
regarded as qualitatively robust for any scenario. that anticipates substantial greenhouse 
warming due to fossil-fuel combustion.H> 

A sswnpt ions 

Any analysis of future costs for nuclear power plants ultimately boils down to guesswork, 
because actual nuclear plant costs can vary by a factor of three or four within a given 
country. 

The capital cost of constructing nuclear power plants is currently around $2000 per kW 
installed in Britain, and more than S3200/kW in the United States. These figures would 
presumably be considerably lower in the event of a major nuclear power program, although 
plants under construction in both developed and developi'ng countries have generally 

<(Sc:ena.rio a.nalyaia i• a tric:i:y buaineu Craucht with pitfalh. For political a.apecu, ,._ A. Micttun and T. 

Baumrartner, "Netotiatin, Enero Futures: Th~ Politiu of Enua Forec:utin,: Enerey Policy, June 1986, p. %19 rr. 
For methodolo(ical ur>«t•. oec B. Kupin, "R~.,.;.,.., of Clob.J Encro and Carbon Dio.Ud~ Proj«tiona; Annual 

Rcvicw of Encra 11:3S7-92, 1986. For a cue atudy illuotratint both political and methodolo!Oical iaaueo, aee B. 

KHpin and B. Wynnc, "Technical Analyoia of IlASA Encro Scenarioa; ~ :Sl2:691·9S. %0 D«ember 198(. 

15
ln thia paper. ,..., Cocua primarily on emiaaiona of C0

2
• aincc theae arc the moat dir«t and relevant output from 

cnero ocenarioa, and they arc of tru.teat interest to enero apecialiata. C0
2 

cmiaaiona are generally uacd a.a inputa to 

carbon·cyde modela, which determine the naultin, atmoopl•cric concentration• of C0
2

. Tbeoe concentration• are in 

turn fed into climate oenaitivity models which determine the warmin' that rflulta from the incrc:uca in atmoophcric 

C0
2

. Doth the carbon-cycle modcla and the climatc·rcaponsc model• entail their own uncertainties, and thus we do 

not further complicate our analyoia by indudin' lheae componcnto of clobal warmin' model&. The inlcreoted reader 

ohould c:onault D. Uolin !.L!!... "The Crecnhou•., f:ff.,ct. Clim:otic Chan£~. and E<:osvstems, John Wilc:r, 1G8G. 

16 
for a thorou10h an:t.lyaia and diacuasion o( thcs« inucs, • .,~ B. Keepin, "Revi~w o( Clobal Enera and Carbon 

Oioxid~ Projections; Annu:\l n~ ... ;~.., of E.ner£V 11:3$7-92 (1986). 
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experienced llfice escalation fasrer than inflation. 17 The least expensive nuclear costs 
worldwide are in France. where construction cost for a new 1000-MW (electric) plant is 
reportedly S l billion in 1987 dottars. 18 Since we Y.·ish to make f:lVorable assumptions. we 
shall adopt this figure as an optimistic global average for the cost of constructing a 1000-
MW nuclear power plant. which is equivalent to SIOOO per installed kilowatt (kW). 

e 

Two Greenhnuu Scennrios 

With these factors in mind. let us now imagine the following: In 1989. all nations on earth 
reach an unprecedented political accord that the greenhouse warming problem is extremely 
urgent. and moreover. that the best response to this problem is the reduction of C0

2 
emis

sions via an immediate major buildup of nuclear power across the globe. This hypothetical 
nuclear program should meet the following two criteria to be most effective. First. it 
should be aimed at displacing coal. because coal is the "dirtiest" fossil fuel.19 as well as the 
most substitutable. Because coal is used largely for electricity generation and process 
heat. it can be more readily displaced by nuclear energy (either electricity or heat) than can 
other fossil fuels. especially oil. Moreover. global reserves of coat are much greater than 
reserves of any other fossil fuel. and thus coal is often viewed as the primary source of 
future C0

2 
emissions from fossil fuels. For these reasons. coal is a natural candidate to 

choose for displacement. and we focus on it in the analyses below. 

Second. the program should begin as soon as possible. and be implemented relatively 
quickly, say over the next few decades (rather than the next century). To satisfy these 
conditions. we shall suppose that the world vigorously pursues a full transition from coat to 
nuclear power. completing it within four decades. Such a strategy yields the greatest 
possible reduction in CO emissions for a given amount of nuclear power20 (emissions or 
the greenhouse gas N20 ?rom co31 combustion are also displaced). Moreover. accomplishing 

17 
A 1979 atudy indicated that eau~-... · ·a oC infiation were riain~ at 16~ per year. K.R. Shaw, •capiu.l 

Coat Eaca.lation lt.lld the Choice o! Powe:- Stations,* Enera Policy, Oec:. 1979, pp. 321·328. Fer more recent Ci£"Uru, 

aee Leona.rd Bennett and Robert Skjocldebrand, •worldwide Nudev Power Statu• and Trenda: lA£A Bulletin, 

Autumn 1986, p. ($. Cancelled plant& tend to be a.mon• the moat cxpenaivc nuclear unit&, biuin~ avera.ce remainin• 

reactor cocta downwa.rd. The 23 auoc::ioo:.: P..:,:.. bein( completed in the United State• in 1086 and 1087 have an 

average conatruction coct of over S3,:0C P'C" inatalled kW. On the other hand, conatruction coeta in 198( doll..,.. are 

reported u around UOOO per kW inata.!"...,C it: Ca.n..da and Britain. about SHOO in Japan and Weat Germany, and only 

$870 in France (from •Projected Cocta o! Generatin~ Electricity (rom Nudea.r and Coal-Fired Power Station• for 

Commiaaionin~ in 199S: OECD, Paria, 1986}. See Chria Flavin, ·Reuaeaain( Nuclc:t.r Power: in State o! the World, 

(W.W. Norton, New York, 1987}, p. 70. 

18
Thia datum wu aupplied by the French Emba.aoy in Wuhington, D.C .• October 1987. 

19
Coal ie the moet carbon intenaivc foaail fuel, followed by oil and then (U. Carbon emiuiona per unit primal')" fuel 

c:ombuated are 0.7S Gt/TW·y for coal, O.G2 Ct/TW-y for oil, a.nd 0.(3 Ct/TW·y for cu (from C. Marland, -The 

Impact of Synthetic: Fuela on Global C0
2 

Emiaaion,* in W. Clark (ed.). C0
2 

Review 1982, Ciarendon, Odord: 1982. 

One Gt=l09 metric ton•. 

20
Tt.ia usumea no major contribution {rom ahalc oil or'tar aanda. 
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this goal in only four decades provides for the greatest :!meliorating effect on climate 
• %1 warmang. 

several technological assumptions about energy produced from nuclear and coal-fired plants 
must be made in the analysis that follows. The average construction lead time for a 1000-
MW nuclear plant will be assumed ro be six years, which is very short by most standards,2: 

although such lead times have been achieved in France.23 A short lead time is consistent 
with our assumed low capital cost of SLO billion per plant. This would allow a 
nuclearization program to begin yieldin& large increments of nuclear electricity by 1995. 
An average plant capacity factor of 65% and lifetime of 30 years will be assumed for all 
nuclear plants.24 Since coat-fired power is to be displaced. it is necessary to make an 
assumption about the primary-to-second:lry conversion efficiency for coal, which we take 
to be 33%.25 

Finally. in the following analysis, we will omit any consideration of (i) nuclear waste 
treatment and storage. (ii) decommissioning c:osts,16 (iii) the safety of nuclear plants. (iv) 
any environmental or health consequences that might result from the nuclear programs 
envisaged below. (v) the possible impact on proliferation of nuclear weapons. (vi) 

21Civeo &h .. t Cl\OIIt atudiea o( &he IT'"nhouae wa.rminc pnlbkm look {orwud 100 yean or more, the reAder m .. y wonder 

why we con&ider only the next {ew decada here. Our purpc1K ia to explore the pi'O&pec:ta for .. nuclear aolutioa to the 

cncnhouae problem under the moat promi&in~ -.uumpt.ioa&, -.nd thia requiru .. major tran•it.ion to nuelcu power over 

the next {cw dec-.dea. Beyond thia time hori~on, we aimply -.uume {or the aue o! ara;ument that all further crowth in 

cnera c!cm&nd would be aupplied by nueleu power (or-- other col-beoicn liOUl"Cc). Hence our calculation& do 

not extend beyond 20%5; (if they did, the reaultin; avcr~e r .. tca of nucleu capacity inst .. !lation would be even higher 

th&n thoae calculated below. 

%:A recent MIT Global Ener;:y Model with a rclatioycly r-.pid nuclea.ri~ .. tion scenario usea a ten•yeu conat.ruetion 

period (for l..:S-CW re-.eton), M.R. Kh-.da.ni -.nd D-.vid Roac, •option~~ in Pl&nninc Glob .. ! Encra Strate(iea• ~ 

10(8): 817-899 (1985). 

::z:C. Flavin, •ae ... acsainC' Nuclear Power; in L.R. &.- c .:.,.S:..:.e Cif the Worlc, W.W. Norton, 1987. 

l(Pl&nt capacity Cacton vvy considerably in pra.c:tice, from under JS" to over 00%, but the avera;e value {or plants 

worldwide ia around 63", and hu not cb-.nced .. ppreciably in 20 yeua. See Ol?<!rating ExP!rience with Nuelcu Power 

Station• in Member States in 1982, International Ataaoic: £M:u A,cency (IAEA), Vienna, 198(. 

::ZSThac t.e<:hnolo(ical pa.r-.mcter valuea arc typical ~ea. -.nd while they could chance .over time due to teeh

nolo~cal improvements, there ia no way to predict UU.. Moreover, in our calcut .. t.iona •uch ch .. n,es could tend to 

ofl'Ht one another. For exa.mple. improved convcnion cff.cicncy Cor coal would tend to incru.ae c.he calculated 

quantic.ica of nuclear capacity required to diaplace the coal, whercu improved capacity factor-a in nuclear pl..nta would 

tend to deerea.ae these quantities. Rather than attempt &.o c- lloc future evolution o! auch det .. ilo, we aimply .... ume 

valuca th .. t .. re known to be reuon .. blc today. 

::ZGJ .. n Willem Storm v .. n Lceuwen, •Nudc-.r Uncerta.intiea: Enera Loan for Fiaaion Power·, Energy foliq, June 1985, 

p. 261, catim .. tcs dccommi .. ioninc di•mant.ling coata .. t 4~ to lOO" of original c-.pital coat of Sl700/kW e (in l982SJ). 

The author maint .. ina that just the ma.intcnance or the reactor durin~ the peat-shutdown period will e-t .. t leut 5-

10% or con&truction coat. Diamantling the Shippin~port reactor (not includin( cuttin~ up .. nd packin~) ia cst.im .. t.ed 

.. t %9% of construction coat. Ibid .• p. lGl. c .. lifornia'o Public Utility Commiasion ruled that r .. cir.c Cu 1: Electric 

muat ect uide S3.89 billion for diamantlinc ita Di&blo C-.nyon reactor: Tlo<: Wall Str.,d Joul'Tl&l, 18 March 1987. 

Typic .. t dccornmi .. ioninc eetim .. tco ranee from 20" to lOO% of b.ue capital coat. Sec C. Pollock,_ Oecommiosionins;: 

Nuclear J"own'o Missinr; Link, Woridw .. tdl Paper 69, Worldwatdllnstitute, Wuhin~ton O.C., April, 1986. 
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vulnerability to terrorism, sabotage, or acts of war. and (vii) any other possible political or 
social impacts. In addition, we will ignore all the energy it takes to actually build the 
nuclear power plants envisioned in the scenarios below, which could be substantial.27 

Omission of these issues is typical in nuclear forecasts, and while we do not support this 
practice, for the sake of argument we again optimistically assume that all such issues would 
be happily worked out in the future so as not to become a factor in the scenarios 
considered below. Thus only first-order economic considerations are taken up below. 

The two scenarios analyzed here will be labeled "high" and "medium· [emissions], and they 
span the range of the most problematic greenhouse futures. Both scenarios come from 
recent studies that represent some of the best work in the field, utilizing state-of -the-art 
mathematical models. The high scenario is taken from a recent assessment of the 
greenhouse problem carried out by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, and the medium 
scenario is taken from a study carried out for the U.S. Department of Energy. The sce
narios are selected to be representative of generic high-and medium-CO; emissions futures. 
and the results obtained below are broadly applicable to an)' scenarios having roughly the 
same fossil-fuel consumption rates.18 

Our basic approach is to perform a sensitivity analysis in which a transttton from coal to 
nuclear energy is completed by the year 2025.1~ Thus for each scenario, we determine the 
projected contribution to total primary energy from coal in the year 2025, and convert this 
to the equivalent installed nuclear capacity required to displace this coal. To this figure we 
add the nuclear installed capacity that already existed in the scenario to obtain the total 
requirements for installed capacity by the year 2025. This is then taken as the endpoint of 
an exponential growth curve that begins with today's global installed nuclear capacity30 (see 
the Appendix for representative calculations). The details and results for each scenario are 
described below. 

A recent •tudy conduda t.hat larce nudeac power ayatenw would yield only a relatively amall amount of net enera 

under optimiatic uaumptions, and ~to aq;ative net-enera under te .. optimiatic a.ocumptiona. The ctudy alao 

report• t.hat wind-powered electrical cenerat.int ayateCM are not producen of net enera. s.,. C. Tyner Sr •• P... 

Co.tanca, and R..C. Fowler, •The Net-Enera Yield oC Nudeac Power; Enera 13 (1}:73-81, 1Q88. 

18w e choee ~~eenarioe Crom different atudia to broaden the ocopc of the analyaia. Since our Cocua i.s on diapla.cinr coal 

with nudeac power, any t.wo Kenarioe bavinc the aame conaumption levela of {ouil Cuel and nuclea.r power an: 

effectively equivalent. Thus the part.iculac atuGia we choee are rather arbitrary, and the •hich• and •medium• 

scenario. could each have been aelected froaa either the DOE or the NAS ctudy. We make no judgment hen u to the 

plausibility of th- Kenarioe; they are choeen bee- they are representative of medium a.nd hith enerlt)' futurec in 

the literature. 

19
Thia sensitivity analyais i• not performed withia pteci.scly the u.me methodolo(ical context (i.e •• uaint the a.ch1al 

model) that wa.o employed in ceneratinc the ori(inai oocenario. lt ia likely that come minor di«.repanciea would ariae i{ 

the same aenaitivity analycia were condoacted lllli:ac ~ oricinal methodoloa. However cuch diacrepanciec would be 

cmall and ue oC little conaequence, cince - - ~nt the acenarioa here u ceneric reprecentationa of hich and 

medium emiaaiona futurea. In particulu, whea ioo«inc forward aeveral decadea, only major trend• have any 

aignificance, and our analyaia capturec thac trcada.. 

30
Note that the ori(inal acenario may include coal and nuclear data {or intervenint points in time (prior to 'Z02S). 

However, it would be inappropriate t.o make aimilac aut..tit.ution calculation• ucinc theae data, becauae to do ao would 

imply that tbe tranaition from coal to nudear i.o completed before 20:S. which would tend to make \he required 

nuclear in•t.allation• more atrincent.. 
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High Scenario 

The "high" emissions case is taken from a study carried out for the National Academy of 
Sciences in 198.3 by Nordhaus and '\'ohe.31 They constructed a compact global model to 
perform a detailed statistical analysis of uncertainty in future value:: of global primarv 
energy demand and CO., emissions. We choose their 95th percentile scenario as our •high·. 
emissions case. In this '"scenario, global primary energy consumption reaches 35.7 TW by 
2025, of which 26.9 TW is supplied by fossil fuels. Approximately 43% of this fossil 
contribution is supplied by coal. which means that nuclear power must displace 11.6 TW of 
coal (Primary energy}. 

In addition to this. the nuclear contribution of the non-fossil component must be included. 
Given that we are positing essentially optimal conditions for global nuclearization. it would 
be appropriate to assume that all of the non-fossil energy growth would be supplied by 
nuclear power. However. we shall be conservative and assume that only half the non-fossil 
energy is supplied by nuclear power. This results in a total nuclear installed capacity of 
8180 GW by the year 2025. equivalent to some 8.000 large nuclear power plants. This 
represents a 29-fold increase in world nuclear capacity. requiring that nuclear power plants 
be built at the average rate of one new 1000 MW plant every 1.59 days for the rrext J8 
J•ears.32

· At an assumed cost of SI.O billion per 1000-MW installed. this results in a total 
cost of 8.7 trillion {1987) dollars.. an average cost of S229 billion each year for 38 years. 
The required capital investment is economically infeasible for the developing world (see 
next section). Though economically possible for industrialized nations. this staggering 
nuclear investment would have to be weighed against alternatives such as efficiency. which 
we address toward the end of this paper. 

lt is instructive to determine how effectively the greenhouse problem would be ameliorated 
by this massive nuclear program. col emissions continue to grow from today's value of 5.3 
Gt per year. reaching 8.29 Gt/y by the year 2025 (compared with 16.97 Gt/y in the 
original scenario}. Thus. in this scenario. even bringing a new nuclear plant on line every 
day and a half for nearly four decades does not prevent annual CO% emissions from steadily 
increasing to a value 65% greater than they are today. Thus climate warming due to CO% 
would continue, exa-erbated by other greenhouse gases (considered below). So in this 
scenario, despite the huge nuclear buildup, the greenhouse warming problem gets steadily 
worse. 

This scenario is representative of high growth scenarios for fossil fuel combustion. To the 
extent that economic factors promote slower growth in demand, or concern over greenhouse 
warming motivates a change in consumption patterns. it seems unlikely that such a rapid 
growth in consumption will be realized. Thus we now turn to a more moderate scenario. 

31
W.O. Nordha.ua and C.W. Yohe, ·rutwe PaLha of Enera and Carbon Dioxide Erniuions; in Chani:inc Climate. 

Nation&! Academy o{ Science•, Wuhin(ton. O.C •• 1983. For a review of thic model and it• ruulh, cee C. Keepin, 

•Review of Clobal Enera and Carbon Oio&ide Projectiona; Annual R .. vi.-w of F.nera ll: 3S1·92 (1986). 

32
See Appendix for repres.,nta.tive c:a..lcubtiona. an<i for full dctaila, cee 13. Keepin and C. Katc, Creenhous.- Wl\t<rnin;" 

A Ration ... Je for Nudc:~.r Power~ Cot'\hcomin;; repot'\, Rocky Mountain lnctitule, Snowm:.u. CO 816H. 
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Medium Scenario 

For a medium scenario. we choose a recent middle-of-the-road '"standard· scenario33 pub
lished by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).34 The principal inputs are assumptions 
about population and tabor productivity growth. supply and demand schedules for each fuel 
type. and initial conditions. 

As with the Nordhaus-Yohe model discussed above, detailed sensrtrvrty and uncertainty 
analyses have been conducted with the IEA/OltAU model, including a probabilistic scenario 
analysis utilizing sophisticated Monte Carlo techniques.35 These tests have shown that the 
output results are very sensitive to certain input variables. most notably tabor productivity 
growth, rate of improvement in end-use energy efficiency. and income elasticity of demand 
for energy in developing countries. Not surprisingly, a wide range of scenarios has been 
produced with this model, and recent studies applying the model have acknowledged the 
inherent uncertainties about the future by offering several plausible scenarios. 

A number of researchers have applied the IEA/OltAU model to analyze different aspects of 
the global energy future, focusing primarily on the greenhouse warming problem.36 For 
our purposes. we focus on a study carried out for the DOE that investigates likely future 
rates of future CO: emissions.37 Three scenarios were analyzed in this study; a •standard'" 
scenario. and two extreme scenarios intended to span the range of uncertainty about future 
CO: emissions. We choose the "'standard• scenario38 to be our medium emissions scenario. 
This scenario was obtained by setting all model parameters to median estimates. and the 
results are typical of middle-of-the-road energy/CO: projections. Global primary energy 
demand reaches 21..3 TW by the year 2025, of which 9.4 TW are supplied by coal. 4.0 TW 
by oil, 3.6 TW by gas, and 0.7 TW by nuclear power. CO: emissions are 10.3 Gt/y in 2025. 

Our modification to this scenario consists of a transition from coal to nuclear power that is 
completed by the year 2025. Apart from this. the scenario remains unchanged. As shown 
in the Append~ this requires that the world build nuclear capacity at the equivalent 
average rate of one 1000-MW plant every 2.4 days until 2025. This comprises one plant 
every 4.1 days in the developed countries, and one every 5.7 days in the less developed 
countries (LDCS). Total cost is S5.8 trillion (1987 S). or an average of Sl51 billion annually, 

33
J. Edmond• and J. R.cilly, •c&obal Enef'O' and CO% to the Year :oso; Enef'O' Journal .c(!!) %1-.C7 (198!!). A 

deta.iled dacription o( thie model ia riven in &hia reCeRnce, alone with J. Edmonda and J. R.cilty, • A Lone-Term 

Clobal ER4f'CY-Economic Model oC Carboa Dioxide R.cleuc from Foecil Fuel U.c,• Enef'O' Economia 5:7,-88 (1983). 

1 .. Rview inp!':wided ill Kccpin (op. cit. aupra). 

l<Edmond: and Reilly. op. at.: S. Scidel and D. Keyca, Can We Oelav a Cr«nhouee Wannin£'!. Wa.ahincton. D.C •• 

U.S. Environmental Protection Acency, 198!; D.J. Roae, M.M. Miller, and C. Acnew, •R.cducinc the Problem or 

Clobal W arminc: T .. chnoloa Review 83(7):(1SI8.C); and I. Mintcer, A Matter or Degrut: The Potential for 

Controlling the Crecnhouse Effect. World Rcsoul':a lnatitute, Wuhincton, 1987. 

~~ J.M. r: .:ay et al., ·unc~ty A.llalyaia oflhe IEA/OltAU C0
2 

Emiaaiona Model; Enera Journal 8(3):1·30(1987). 

36r ..11 ~ : .1iew oC thac ca4rta.- B. Kecpin, •acview oC Global Enerey/C0
2 

Projection•: Annual Review or Encrc:r 

11:S:.7-: 'Hl8G). 

37
.! ·:,_.;,,.,:>.· ~ •• J. Rcilly, J.R. Trabalka, and D.E.R.eichle, Att Analyeio of Possible Future Atmospheric Retention oC 

f"o! .. ;; r·· .i:~~:Z' TROll, DO£/OR/21-COO-l, U.S. Department of £ncra, Waahincton, D.C., September 1984. 

38TI. . o• . •'-' .-1 • • , ... ,. ·.:aac Ill u•e ronei'CICC .. prevaoua .ootnotc. 
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f which LDCS are responsible for $64 billion. As discussed in the next section. such a 
~- tancial commitment is especially infeasible in LDCS for a variety of economic and political 
~~sons. By 2025. the global installed capacity reaches 5200 GW. an I 8-fold increase over 
~oday·s capacity. Of this. 2330 GW are in LDCS. which would mean a staggering 155-fold 
increase over today•s installed capacity of 1S.02 GW.39 In Latin America alone. which 
currently has only 1.7 GW operating. the required capacity is 334 GW by 2025 -
substantially more than all the nuclear power in the world today (see Appendix for details 
of calculations). 

The CO~ emissions in this nuclearized scenario grow from today's value of about 5.0 Gt/y 
to 6.48 vt/y at the turn of the century, and then decline to 5.27 Gt/y by 2025.40 Tnus, 
even in this scenario of moderate energy growth coupled with a massive nuclear program. 
future CO: emissions per year remain consistently above today's values. Thus the rate of 
growth in global warming in this scenario is slowed somewhat, but nonetheless continues to 
grow. despite the massive nuclear investment. 

Other Gree11house Gases 

As mentioned in the introduction, a number of greenhouse gases other than C02 are 
expected to contribute to future global warming. Studies of these additional gases are still 
in their infancy. but with the aid of a one-dimensional climate model, Ramanthan et al. 
have showa. that methane (CH4). nitrous oxide (N20), ozone (0~). CFC13, and CF:Cl:z 
account for more than 90% of temperature changes due to greenhouse gases other than 
C0

2 
41 Modeling the combined warming effects of these gases and C02 is very difficult. 

Complications ia.clude partially overlapping spectral absorption bands. and photochemical 
reactions that effect the mixing ratio of most non-C02 greenhouse gases. leading to a more 
rapid decrease of the cooling rate at higher attitudes (between 15 km and 35 km). Full 
accounting of the warming effects of non-002 greenhouse gases requires the use of global 
circulation models (GCMS). and has not yet been done. Current practice is to estimate the 
climate effects due to increasing concentrations of non-C0

2 
gases in comparison with those 

calculated for increasing C02 eoncentrations.42 This has been done using one dimensional 
models, with the general result that the v.-arming contribution from non-C0

2 
gases is of 

about the same order of magnitude as the warming caused by increased C0
2 

concentrations. 43 

Additional uncertainty arises because of potential political success in reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions -- primarily CFCs -- through such measures as the pending UNEP treaty to 

Moreover. in dcvelopinc countriea, plant. capacity {acton have tended to be low, which would mean that even more 

inot&lled capacity m.icht be required in practice. 

(QThcrca.fter, in thi. ecc::aario. C0
2 

emission• would crow atcadily due to increued oil and cu combuation. 

41
V. Ramanthaa d al,. '""'l"race Cu Trenda and Their Potential Role in Climate Chance; J. Ceophvaical R~urch 

90:D3SS.c7-66 (1985) • 

.C%1. Mint~cr, A Matter of Decrees: The rotential for Controllinc the Cr~cn.houwc Effect. Rceearch Report No. S, World 

R.uourcea [natitute. Waahincton, D. C., April 1987. The emi .. ion data arc catimatcd from Ficure A-1. and the 

warminc data are interpolated linearly from T&bleo 1S tbrouch 18, &nd indicr.tc thr.t the wr.rminc contribution from 

C02 r.nd N20 combined i. rouchly the u.mc ai~e,.. the warminc from co
2 

alone. 

"
3

R.A. Kcrr, •Trace C-. Could Double Clirnatc W:arnainc; Science 220:t::SGol·S (1943). 
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reduce eFe usage. In addition, Oupont is committed to a ten year phase out of eFC 
production. More concretely, US manufacturers of styrofoam containers, cups and plates 
h:sve committed to stop using CFCs in these products by the end of 1988... The likely 
effect of these government and private initiatives is to dampen or reduce CFC emissions. 
thereby decreasing non col greenhouse gas contribution to global warming and making 
eO emissions the predominant future cause of global warming. This could make future 
eo: emissions relatively more important in determining the rate and extent of global 
warming. 

For our purposes. we assume that reducing COl emassaons by displacing coal with nuclear 
power will not affect the emissions of other greenhouse gases, apart from NlO. which is 
negligible. In both the high and medium scenarios. COl emissions are cut roughly in half 
from what they otherwise would have been. Considering these factors. and assuming rough 
linearity.'5 we estimate that in both scenarios. the massive nuclear programs would reduce 
total global warming by 20 to 35 percent (from what it otherwise would have been). Thus. 
in absolute terms. both COl emissions and global warming continue to increase under either 
scenario. despite the massive nuclear programs. 

Summary of Greenhouse Scettarios 

A summary of the two nuclear scenarios is given in Table 1 below. including indications of 
the capital investment rates involved. and also estimated average costs. As mentioned 
earlier. the cost figures are optimistic estimates that are meant to be indicative only.'6 The 
overall conclusion in this section is that any scenario having modest to rapid growth in 
energy demand leads to increased C02 emissions that no conceivable nuclear power 
program could alleviate. 

~48. a-wic&, •si, Packa.,en Uain' CFCa Agru to Stop, Citing Chemicala' Effect on Or.one Layer; The Wall Street 

Joo=-....-l. ll April, 1988, p. 16. 

~s- 8. Keepin and C. Kat.. Creenhou'e Wannin;' A Rationale for Nuclear Power,. Corthcomin' report, Rocky 

Mountain lnatitute, Snowmuo, CO 81GS(. 

46
We ha•e not an&lyr.ed these number. in detail. and thuo we do not preaent thern ... projection•. Note •loo that 

t.heac nt.imatea are for the total coot of the nuclear pro,ranu envioioned (rather than the net additional coot over and 

a..bowe what th<~t displa"ced co•l·lired power plant. would coat in then acenarioo). 
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Table l. Nuclear Amelioration of Greenhouse Warming 

Av. Nuclear 
Commissioning 
rate 

Average 
annual 
cost (1987 $) 
@ Sl.OOO/kW e 

Increase in 
installed nuclear 
capacity 
(2025) 

Greenhouse 
warming 
ameliorated 
(2025),% 
reduction compared 
to tiase case with 
modest nuclear 
contribution 

High Scenario Medium Scenario 

1.59 days/GWe 2.42 days/GW e 

S229 billion $151 billion 

29-fold 18-fold 

20-35 percent 20-35 percent 

4. Nuclear Experience to Date 

In this section we briefly review the nuclear power experience in both developing and 
industrialized nations. Examination of actual experience with nuclear power programs to 
date constitutes our only empirical guidance in assessing the feasibility of very large scale 
nuclear programs. Whereas our purpose in the previous section was to make optimistic 
assumptions about nuclear power, the purpose here is to offer a realistic assessment of 
historical experience and future prospects for nuclear power. 

Less Developed Countries 

In the past two decades, less developed countries (LDCs) have spent tens of billions of 
dollars on nuclear reactors. their single largest technological investment to date. Because of 
more rapid population growth in LDCS and likely higher rate of growth in per capita 
electricity usage in developing than in developed nations. global nuclearization would imply 
faster growth or nuclear power in LDCS than in industrialized nations. In regard to 
greenhouse warming. replacing wood fuel with (nuclear) electricity would slow defor
esution, itself a potentially significant source of both C0

2 
release'7• as well as N20 

emissions. 48 

UStcphen H. Schneider, •ocCorc•tation and Climatic Modi(acation--an EdiLoriaJ•, Climatic Change G: (1984). 

48w .N. Dowden and II.F. Borman, •Tran•pot'\ and Loa. of Nitrou• Oa:ide in Soil Water After F' orc•t Clear·CuLtinc•, 

Sci~cs '133:867-869 (198G), cited in trvinc Mint&er, op. sit .• p. 10. 
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An 1.oc nuclearization scenario is consistent with International Atomic Energy Agency 
(!AEA) calls for a rapid eY.pansion of nuclear power in Asia. Africa, and Latin America.49 

Sonte twenty developing countries have undertaken nuclear programs. with almost half of 
these investing in large scale commercial nuclear reactors. Several decades of nuclear 
experience in developtng nations to date is worth reviewing because it constitutes a 
concrete. empirical assessment of the technological. economic. and political feasibility of a 
rapid expansion of nuclear energy in the developing world. 

The major developing nations that now have nuclear power -- Argentina, Brazil, and 
Mexico in Latin America; China, India, South Korea, and Taiwan in Asia; and Egypt and 
Iran in the Middle East · - have shared roughly the same historical pattern of nuclear power 
investment. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, most of these countries were given small 
research reactors. During the late 1960s and early 1970s. the tAEA (working together with 
nuclear vendors and LOCS) published optimistic cost projections for nuclear power in LDCS. 
Highly ambitious nuclear power programs were launched in developing countries on the 
basis of these estimates. which turned out to be unrealistically low. By the late 1970s, most 
of these programs had either been terminated or sharply cut back, due to steeply rising 
costs and construction delays. 

Latin America 

By 1960, research reactors were installed in Brazil. the major power of Latin America, and 
by the early 1970s, most Latin American countries were planning for large nuclear 
programs to be in place by the year 2000: 30 GW for Argentina. up to SO GW for Brazil. 
and 25 GW for Mexico."; (By way of comparison, Great Britain now has 13 GW, Canada 
11.3 GW, and Italy 1.3 GW of installed nuclear capacity.)51 

Since the mid-1970s, these ambitious nuclear plans have been beset by delays and cost 
overruns. Argentina's 600-MW Embatse plant was completed in 1983 at over three times 
the original cost estimate. Argentina's 250 metric-ton-per-year Arroyito heavy water plant 
has quadrupled in cost to SI billion. Construction delays and cost increases have led the 
country to cancel four planned nuclear reactors. and prompted the Argentine nuclear trade 
union to declare that the country's nuclear industry •was on the brink of collapse."5:z 

Like Argentina, Brazil and Mexico have experienced repeated construction delays and cost 
escalations and have also sharply cut back nuclear funding. Brazil's first nuclear plant. the 
626-MW Angra I, was completed eight years late in 1985 for $1.8 billion -- four and a half 
times the original estimated cost.53 The plant was closed for most of 1986 because of 

For example, cee com.mcntc by IAEA Director, Or. H .. n• Blix. in IAEA r .. l.,ue •Promotion oC International Co

operation• (IAEA, Vienna, l:S March 1987). 

50 
John Redick, Military Pol<'!'ti::l or Latin American Nuclur Programs (California, Sage Publication•. Ul72), p. H. 

For •lightly lower li(ures aee Nuclur Engineering International, Sept. 1911, pp. 7S0-7Sl. 

51
Nucleonica Week, 0 April 1987. t>· 6. 

52
Reported on S.lo J>aolo Rad·~ r.•'.:>~ork, Sept. 1985. tranclated in Foreign Oroadc;ut lnform,.tion Service (FDlS), 10 

September 1985, pp. Dl-2. 
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.d spread concern over safety and adequacy of evacuation procedures. In 1986. Brazil 
""' ~ped plans for five of eight planned reactors and suspended work on Angra Ill after 
sc~~ding SJOO million on it. Then in June 1987, Brazil susr,ended work on Angra n for six 
sponths as part of its response to continued financial crisis. 4 Brazil had already spent S 1.1 
~Uion on the 626-MW plant. now 60% complete, indicating a final construction cost of 
s2 930 per MW. With no operating nuclear plants, Mexico cancelled its third and fourth 
r~ctors, suspended construction on its second reactor. and may not complete Laguna Verde 
1 already under construction for 14 years.55 The reactor cost has increased tenfold (due 
s~bstantially to inflation) to $3 billion.56 Additional reactor construction in Mexico and 
Brazil now appears unlikely in the foreseeable future. 

Original plans for nuclear power in Latin America called for some lOS GW of installed ca
pacity by the year 2000, implying a growth rate roughly comparable to those envisioned in 
the two scenarios of the preceding section. However. the total capacity is now only l. 7 GW 
and is likely to reach no more than 3 or 4 GW by the turn of the century,57

•
58 falling short 

of original goals by 96 percent or more. Moreover, the ameliorating effect of this nuclear 
capacity on greenhouse warming will be minuscule indeed. For perspective, recall that in 
the medium scenario analyzed in the previous section, just to displace coal in Latin 
America required that some 334 GW of nuclear capacity be installed by 202S. 

Asia. Africa alld The Middle East 

ln Asia, nuclear power has had a mixed record. For South Korea and Taiwan. countries 
with centralized political control and relatively advanced industrial infrastructure, nuclear 
power has provided an economically competitive compared with other options for electricity 
generation. In the four less-industrialized nations with nuclear programs. China, India, 
Pakistan, and the Philippines. nuclear power programs have been less successful. China has 
postponed its nuclear program inderinitely -- once targeted to reach 1 0 GW in 2000 and 
almost 40 GW in 2010 -- in favor of developing domestic energy sources. especially 
hydropower. 

Inability to obtain external financing. rastng reactor costs. and vendor concerns about 
military intentions led Pakistan to postpone indefinitely bid submission dates for its 
planned 10 to 20 nuclear power plants. Though completed, the Philippine's single nuclear 
plant appears unlikely to operate, and future Philippine nuclear investment appears 
improbable. And India, with its three-decade-old nuclear program -- the first substantial 
nuclear program in the developing world -- has only 1.2 GW of installed nuclear capacity. 
India is likely to reach only 2 to 3 GW of the 10 GW of nuclear power projected for the 

UNueleonica Week, 18 June 1987, p. 3. 

55 
Foe a:J analyaia o( the economics o( Mexico'• nuclear plant and an evaluation of alterr.ativea, aee Crec;ory Kat., • An 

A..ae .. ment of Mexico•• Lac;una Verde Plant; completed under USAIO crant throuch the Conservation Foun• 

dation/World Wildlife fund for feder.:acion Conaei"Yacioniata Mexic:ana, fall 1986. 

56
Nucleonica Wuk. 9 October 1986, p. 11. 

57 
Nucleonics Week, 9 April 1987. p G. 

58
Re.toration of civilian covernmenta to Arc;entina and 13ruil hu allowed aharply incrca.scd public political in

volvement and opposition to nuclear power on crounda of economics and eafety. Continued dcmoc:ratiution in theae 

nation• make a rene ... ed maaaivc commitment to nudearitation dccru.sinc;ly liltcly. 
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e3r 2000.59 The Indian nuclear program is experiencing increasing cost overruns, 
Y nstruction delays. safety problems. and growing domestic opposition.60 One of India's 
c:::Crating nuclear plants. 235 MW RAPS I reactor has experienced so many problems that it 
~ being considered for premature decomntissioning.61 

In Africa, only South Africa has a commercial nuclear reactor installed or under con
struction. In the Middle East. Egypt has postponed a bid decision on nuclear plants for the 
past four years, and despite an original goal of 8 GW and ongoing nuclear negotiations. 
Egypt seems unlikely ever to purchase a commercial nuclear reactor: Kuwait and Saudi 
Arabia have both shelved nuclear energy programs. 

Nuclear Costs atrd Fin01tce in Developing Cowztries 

Nuclear reactors are the most complex and demanding electricity-generating system in 
terms of required infrastructure, port and transportation facilities, etc. {The L\EA has 
recommended that a single generating plant not constitute more than 15% of the electric 
grid capacity.) Thus, a developing country that does not have existing sophisticated 
electricity infrastructure and trained personnel must invest in infrastructure and training in 
order to construct and run nuclear plants successfully. These investments are generally. 
omitted from nuclear cost estimates but are required nonethetess.62 

Exact nuclear power costs are very hard to obtain for a number of reasons, including pride, 
secrecy, and incomplete reporting of full costs. Following are some developing nation 
nuclear power costs, just for plant construction:G: 

• Argentina's 698-MW Attucha 11 reactor is now estimated to cost S6017 per kW."' 
• Brazil's 626-MW Angra l reactor cost $2874 per kW.65 

iO Altbouch capacity (actors -•re deaicned to be TS%, actual capacity a.ehic•ed ill about •s,.;. tn 1083 th.e Chairman 

o{ India'• Atomic Ellue" Commiuion commented that: •Viewed in the context o{ pcdonnance 110 Car, thia {10 CW coal 

by %000) appcan u a "UT optimiatic ta.r;et.• •AEc Chairman'• Article, •The Hindu, %3 July 1083, p. 17. Reachinc 

10 CW by %000 -wd require India to commiaion over 30 new %35-MW reactors by lOOS. 

60
Foc cxa.mplc. MC "Tarapur Reported Crippled by Hich. R.adioacti•ity ,• The Times oC India (Bombay), May tOS:S, pp. 

l 4c O, and Tomu Ra•indn. •ne Indi&e Nuclear Power Procnm: Myth. and Minca,• Aaian Survey. May 1080. 

61
Nuclconica Week. l1 Jun.e 1087, p. 6. Accordinc to the l.AEA'a Operating ExP!!jence with Nuclear Power Statea, in 

1070 7,063,000 m&e houn were "'tUited to rc!ue! Tap I. in larce part becauae hich n.diation cxpocure "'tuired very 

rapid eyclinc throuch o{ woclr.en to prevent radiation oveccxpoaure. 

62
Crecory Kata, •pl'Oblema Associated with the Development of Nucleu Power' in De•elopinc Countriea: (ntema· 

tionaiJoumal ofEnecgy Reseal'c:h, Vol. 7. 1983. 

63
Nuclear powec cocu o{ Taiwan and South Kocca are significantly lower. llowe¥eC', the le•el of induatrialiution of 

theae newly induatrialiwd countriea (NICa) makea their nuclear reactor coat ex~rience lea• aimilu to the a•en.'e LDC 

nuclear procram th&e 'the countries cited. 

6
<(Nucleonica Week, 10 October 1985, p. 9. 

65
Nuclconia W<~<tlt. 25 October l98C, pp. 3-<C. 
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• In Egypt, current nuclear reactor bids are officially quoted at about S l 800 to $2000 
per kW. However, an internal 1984 Ministry of Electricity report projected full 
nuclear reactor costs to be $4000 per kW.66 

• Iran's reactors would, if completed, have cost $3000 to $4,000 per kW, according to 
the Chairman of (ran's independent Commission on Nuclear Power. established 
before the Shah's fall.67 

• Philippine's 620-MW reactor cost $3387 per kW. 

Recall that in our analysis, a construction time of six years is assumed, along with a cost 
estimate of Sl,OOO per kW for construction of a 1000-MW nuclear reactor. [n view of 
actual cost experience with nuclear power in LDCS, these figures are very optimistic 
indeed.68 

Even supposing that our rosy cost estimates could be realized in the event of a major 
nuclear program. LDCS would still have to borrow most of the money to finance their 
nuclear programs, because they simply do not have the foreign export earnings to purchase 
the reactors. LDC access to foreign capital has declined since 1981, while interest payment 
obligations have risen. New loans from banks now barely offset interest payments on 
outstanding loans. Therefore, most of the money would have to come from the public 
sector. and public financing for electricity in all LDCS totaled S7 billion in 1986/87, most of 
which was not applicable to nuclear power plants. Moreover. even if this entire S7 billion 
w~r~ applicable to nuclear development (leaving nothing for the grid to deliver the nuclear 
output), it is but a small fraction of the S64 billion required annually by LDCS in the 
Medium Scenario above to finance their buildup of nuclear capital. 

Finally. assuming that the foreign financing were somehow made available, the current debt 
burden of LDCS strongly suggests that massive additional debts would be insupportable. 
During the early 1980s. capital transfer to LDCS averaged $70 billion a year, and now LDC 
interest obligations are running in the tow S80 billion range. Thus nuclearization on the 
scale of the Medium Scenario above would require LDCS to essentially double their current 
indebtedness in order to finance just one element of the economic landscape -- nuclear 
generated electricity. 

[n summary, despite very high early growth projections, most major developing nations 
with nuclear programs have either cut them back sharply or phased them out altogether, 
because nuclear plants have been too costly and too slow to build. Thus, nuclearization 
programs on a scale sufficient to reduce C02 emissions significantly in LDCS have already 
been tried in those countries. and have demonstrably failed. Rapid future expansion of 
nuclear power in LDCS seems entirely infeasible and unrealistic in view of (a) experience to 
date. (b) LDC access to capital to finance nuclear purchases. and (c) LDC ability to support 
massive additional debt burdens. Because of a shortage of foreign exchange. r.esulting 
largely from massive interest obligations, and the uniquely high foreign exchange cost of 
nuclear plants. large-scale nuclear investment by developing countries (and the associated 

66
·ranancial Requirement• Cor the Nuclear Prorram; AI-Ahram Al-tlctindi, 28 May 198(, p. 10, tra1ulated in 

Cre(Of'Y Kata, •£apt; Non-Proliferation: The Why and the Wherefore, SIPRI (London, Taylor " Francia, 1985), p. 

186. 

67
Dr. Fereidun Feaharaki, Revolution and Energv Policy in Iran (London, £,c:onomiat lntcllicencc Unit, 1980), p. 91. 

68
UOOO per inatalled lc.W juat for conatC'Udion ia well under a Uaird oC the loweat coat c..,.e oC S3780 per inatalled lr.W 

in Van Leuwen. op, cit. The author includa aucb costa a.s decommiuioninc and wute bandlinc. A fipre of S2000 per 

Kwc may be a more realiatic •optimittic• COlt projection, just Cor constC'\Iction, in devclopinc nationa. 
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subsequent need to pay for imported fuel and expertise) can perhaps be more accurately 
viewed as an alternative to -- rather than as a prerequisite for -- economic development. 

Industrialized Naticms 

Experience with nuclear power in industrialized countries is well publicil:ed, so this section 
will be brief. The accident at Chernobyt in the Soviet Union on 26 April 1986 bought 
home to many the dangers inherent in nuclear power:69 Even before the Chernobyl 
accident. nuclear power was in trouble in most developed countries. Public and political 
opposition have grown in response to concerns about rising costs, health and safety issues, 
waste treatment and storage procedures. etc. Since 1974. the International Atomic Energy 
Agency's (IAEA) projections for nuclear capacity installed worldwide by the year 2000 have 
dropped nearly 90 percent.70 In the United States. there has not been a single order for a 
nuclear plant in the past decade, while 108 orders for nuclear plants -- including all orders 
placed since 1973 -- have been cancelled.71 Meanwhile. construction lead times for U.S. 
nuclear plants grew from six or seven years in the early seventies to more than 12 years for 
large plants. During the same period. the annual rate of growth in electricity consumption 
fell from 7 percent (in the early 1970s) to 1.8 percent since 1980. 

Nuclear power has suffered major setbacks in the United States over the past decade, due 
primarily to economics. and safety issues.n Construction· costs soared from S200 per kW 
installed in the early 1970s to over S3200 per kW in 1986/87.73 Indeed, a recent article in 
the American business magaune Forbes summed up the situation as follows: "'The failure of 
the U.S. nuclear power program ranks as the largest managerial disaster in business history. 
a disaster on a monumental scale •• .lt is a defeat for the U.S. consumer and for the 
competitiveness of U.S. industry, for the utilities that undertook the program. and for the 
private enterprise system that made it possibte:74 

Nuclear power has not fared well abroad either. especially since Chernobyl. Austria has 
decided not to bring its only plant on tine, Greece has abandoned plans to build its first 
plant. and the Swedish government is considering proposals to accelerate the planned 

6{jSome :SOO people f'CCeivcd aufticiently lure dOMa of radiation to be hoapitali&ed, and lOo{ them auba.equently died 

( u or September 1086). And more di.lconcertinc, cpccialiatc have concluded that •the ahort•tenn health conacquen<:ell 

may be only the vicible tip or a very l&rJe icebcrr. Becauae o( the radioactive pollution o{ Europe by the Chemobyl 

accicknt, thouaanda to tcna of thouaanda of people may develop thyroid tumon or cancu over the next few decade~. 

F. von Hippel and T.B. Cochran, •Eatimatinc Lone-term Health Effect.; in •chemobyl: The Emcr~nc Story; apec:ial 

acction in Bulletin of the Atomic Scienticta, Auc./Sept. 1986. p. l.C. It ahould be noted that pollution from coal-Cited 

power plant& ia eatimated to kill thouaanda of people every year via heart or reapiratory diae .. e, or cancer. 

70see Annual Reports, International Atomic Enera A&ency, Vienna, 19H and 198(. l9H projection: .c_.cso CW, and 

1984 pt"Ojection: 60S CW. Quoted in C. Flavin, op. cit. 

71c. Flavin, ·Nuclear Power'• Burdened Future,* Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, July/Aucuat 1987, pp. 26-31. 

72
R. Weiu, *Nuclear Reactor Safety .A.cailcd in Report,* Science Newt, 3 October 1987. 

73
u.S. Department oC Encra, Nuclear Power Plant Construction Activity 1985, Enera Information Acency. Thcac 

ficuree ue ~ven in current dollars, and thua they exa";erate the increa.aca. Nevertheless, real coatl crew more than 

aix-fold durinc thia period. 

7
" J. Coolc, -Nuclear Folliea,* t"orbe1, February 11, 1985. 
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phaseout of its nuclear program. Yugoslavia has postponed construction of plants pending 
safetY evaluation, Finland has postponed new orders. and in Italy all major parties have 
turned against the country•s nuclear program.75 Even before Chernobyl, the Soviet nuclear 
program was plagued by the same delays and mishaps that have impeded other programs 
around the world, and the country has fallen at least ten years behind its early nuclear 
goals.76 Although official Soviet response to d~e Chernobyl accident is that it will have no 
effect on further nuclear development, General Secretary Gorbachev recently stated that "lt 
is not secure when the development of atomic engineering is justified by unacceptable 
risks ..•. They say that one thorn of experience is worth more than a whole wood of 
instructions. For us. Chernobyl became such a thorn."71 

Indeed, even nuclear programs that are generally viewed as success stories have encountered 
difficulties. Although Japan's program appears relatively successful overall, its nuclear 
capacity forecasts for the year 2000 were scaled downward by 31 percent in 1984. The 
much-touted French program is beset with a debt of S32 billion -- a result of ordering 
more plants than were needed. The excess nuclear capacity has forced the state-run utility 
Electricite de France (EDF) to promote electricity consumption domestically and to market 
electricity in neighboring countries. Overcapacity is expected to persist well into the '90s. 

ln sum, nuclear power has not fared anywhere near early expectations in most developed 
countries throughout the world. Reactors are now generally being ordered only in nations 
where the free market plays little or no role in energy policy decisions.78 Prospects for a 
concerted global prog·ram on a scale sufficient to ameliorate future greenhouse warming 
seem very remote at present. and are likely to diminish even further in the foreseeable 
future. 

5. Low-Energy Scenarios 

In this section, we examine scenarios that project little or no growth in future fossil fuel 
consumption. A representative example is the global scenario recently developed by 
Goldemberg et al.. which is based on detailed end-use analyses in four nations: Brazil. 
India, Sweden. and the United States.79 In this scenario, due to a combination of various 
state-of -the-art energy efficiency improvements and a shift toward less materials-intensive 
economies, the industrialized nations are able to cut per capita demand for final energy in 
half by the year 2020. while maintaining annual growth rates of 1% to 2% in COP per 
capita. Meanwhile in LDCS. total per capita energy demand grows only slightly (though 
commercial energy use per capita doubles). and substantial rates of economic growth can be 
sustained. depending on the extent of investment in energy efficiency. The result is that 
global primary energy grows only slightly from 10.3 TW in 1980 to J 1.2 TW by 2020. and 

75c. Flavin, •a.eaueuinc N'udear Powcc; in State oftb<! World 1987, Worldwatch lnatitute. Wa.ahinct~. O.C .• Table .. ::. 
76c. Flavin (1,.;87), op. cit. 

77
t.(.S. Corbachcv, •Reality a~~d Guarantee• for a Secure World; cupplemen~ to Moscow Newc iaaue No. 39 (3287), 

1987. Tranclat.ed from Corbac:bev'a anicle in~. 17 September 1987. 

78
Continued nuclear plan\ o.-dcrin• i• hichce\ in the Soviet Union, Eaatern Europe, Taiwan, and South Korea. 

19
J. Coldemberc et al., •An End·Uac Oriented Clobal Encra St.ratea; Annual Hevi .. w or F.nerq t0:Gl3·88 {1985). 
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CO emissions decline slightly from 5.17 Gt/y to 4.85 Gt/y. because of a shift away from 
coal and oil toward natural gas. 

The goal of this study was not to forecast economic growth, but rather to provide a kind of 
"existence proor of the startling fact that living standards as high as those of Western 
Europe could be attained in the third world by 2020 wit/tout major growth in energy 
consumption (or associated pollution). provided sufficient investment in energy-efficient 
technologies and services were made. It is clear that large amounts of capital would be 
required to bring about this scenario. Though the authors do not estimate this. they do 
state that "our analysis suggests strongly that for a wide range of plausible sets of activity 
levels and for a wide range of end-use technologies, it would be ~ostly to provide 
energy services with conventional, less efficient end-use technologies than to provide the 
same services with conventional, less efficient end-use technologies and increased energy 
supplies: Indeed there is considerable evidence to suggest this, as discussed below. 

Additio~tal Low Energy Scelfarios 

A number of other future energy/C0
2 

studies have reached essentially the same or similar 
conclusions. The earliest of these was by Lovins et a/.80 who showed that ambitious 
economic growth projections for the world (a fivefold increase by _2080 could be achieved 
with far lower consumption of energy than had been hitherto assumed -- with the 
important benefit of greatly reduced C02 emissions. The global projections were based on 
extrapolation from a detailed case-study of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRC}, in 
which some 120 different efficiency improvement measures were incorporated into IS 
different sectors of the economy, saving 70% of end-use energy with no reduction in living 
standard. A long-term energy/CO~ study carried out for the National Science Foundation 
was published in 1983 by Rose et al. of the MIT Energy Laboratory.81 Using the IEA/ORAU 

model discussed in Section 3, Rose and his colleagues sought to explore the policy options 
available for holding down the growth of C0

2 
emissions. Eleven different scenarios were 

investigated, incorporating a broad range of assumptions. The overall conclusion was that 
the C0

2
-climate problem could be ·much ameliorated: Regarding the role of energy 

efficiency, the authors concluded that 

- the effec:tiveneu oC enera use on & clobal ac:ale c:&n be inc:rn.sed by &bout 1 pen:ent 

per year for dec:a.dc:a without &ny social strain. Thi• wemincly &mall fi(Ure lea.d• to a 

halvinc of enera uae by the yn.r 2050 &nd • 60 percent reduction in (&nnual) C02 
emiaaiona. This result is quite independent of the efl'ec:t on co

1 
of any ahifta to non-fo.oail 

, . t• 8l aourcec .oc pnma.ry enera aupp •ea. 

80
A.B. Lovinc, L.ll. Lovina, fl. Krause, &nd W. BaA:h, Least·Cost Enerey: Solving lhe C0
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Problem, Brick Uouae, 

Andover MA, 1981. 

81
0.J. Ro.e, M.M. Miller, and C. Apew, •Reducinc the Problem of Clobal Warminc:; Technology Review 83 (7):t9· 

SS (1984). For the Culllec:hnic:al report, 1ee O.J. ROH, M.M. Miller, and C. A;;new, Clobal Enera Future• and COl· 

Induced Climate Chance, MITEL 83·015, MIT Enera Labor&tory, Cambridge, MA. 

nO.J. Ro.e, M.M. Miller, and C. Ac:new, •Reducinc the l'roblern of Clobal Warmin(; Technolocy Review 83 (7): 
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Another study using the IEA/ORAU model was recently conducted by Mintzer at the World 
Resources lnstitute.83 Four scenarios were investigated to explore policy options for 
reducing global warming. The first two. called the •high emissions case· and the ·base 
case; are roughly comparable to those we selected above (in Section 3) to represent high 
and medium emissions scenarios. respectively. The remaining two scenarios incorporate 
measures to abate greenhouse gases. A "modest policies• scenario includes such measures as 
improved energy efficiency, enhanced contributions from renewable sources of energy, and 
tropical reforestation efforts, with the result that C0

2 
emissions remain roughly constant 

through 2025. C0
2 

emissions are substantially reduced in the "slow build-up" scenario. 
which incorporates a strong emphasis on improving energy efficiency, high environmental 
costs internalized to discourage use of solid fuels. rapid introduction of solar energy. and a 
major global commitment to reforestation. Despite this dramatic reduction in C02 
emissions. the contribution from nuclear power remains roughly fixed at today's level."' 

The KeJ' Role of EUkieucv 

What these tow energy scenarios all have in common is substantial growth in the efficient 
use of energy. In fact. end-use energy efficiency is the single most important technological 
factor determining future energy consumption levels, arid therefore also future CO~ 
emissions. This has been shown repeatedly in a number of sensitivity analyses an<l 
uncertainty studies with global models.85 OpportunitieS for efficiency gains are so 
compelling that they suggest that global warming can best be avoided by concentrating on 
efficiency rather than on a rapid expansion of nuclear power. Heating, cooling. and 
lighting of buildings produces 17 percent of today's global carbon emissions. and new 
buildings often require 75 percent less energy than earlier counterparts.86 A typical 
incandescent light bulb consumes 75 watts, whereas a recent fluorescent replacement uses 
only 18 watts. produces higher quality light. and lasts ten times as long (greatly reducing 
maintenance costs). Advances in industrial drivesystems and residential appliances also 
offer dramatic opportunities for saving electricity. 

Improved efficiency of energy use is also the key to reducing global CO emissions. The 
data in Table 2 show that most countries have a long way to go before tSey are anywhere 
near the efficiency achievable with existing technologies. Of particular interest are the 
centrally planned economies, which are highly energy-intensive. This is due in part to 
their stage of development, which is stilt industrial and inherently materials-intensive, 
rather than service-oriented. Nevertheless, the industries themselves employ outmoded 
inefficient technologies in many cases. The Soviet Union is the world's largest producer of 
steel, and yet is almost the least efficient. Soviet steel mills consume an average of 31 
gigajoutes (GJ) per ton of steel produced. compared with 19 GJ in Japan. Most COMECON 

countries could reduce their C02 emissions substantially while implementing sorely needed 
efficiency improvements. 

83
1. Mint&er. A Matter of Deuces: The Potential for Controllinc the Greenhouse Effect. Research Report No. S, World 

Resources Institute. Wuhincton O.C .. April 1987. 

••ar 2025. the aupply mix is •hifted toward mcre:ued contribution• from natural c:u (21.5%). hydropower (lG.l%), 
and solar (6.1%), and reduced contribution• from oil (30.0%) and aolid fuels (22.3%). 

ass- S.M. Reilly et al.. ·uncertainty Analyais of the IEA/OR.AU C0
1 

Emiaaiona Model; Enerc Joumal 8{3):1-30 

(1987). Thia paper aummari&ea a very detailed and 10philltiut.ed analyaia of uncertainty in the iea/orau model. The 

three meet impGrtant determinant• or v...-iation in C02 emi .. ion• turned out to be tabor productivity, rate of 

improvement in «td·uce efficiency, &Ad the income eluticity of demand Cor enera in the developin( world. 
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Table 2. Energy Efficiency and C02 Emissions87 in 1983 

Energy C02 Emissions ~~2 
intensity primary from fossil emassaons 

(megajoules fuels (million share 
per dollar CNP) metric tons) (percent) 

Market 
Orietrled 

United States 19.3 1.138 23 
United Kingdom 17.2 141 3 
Italy 12.9 91 2 
West Germany 11.8 179 4 
Japan 9.7 224 4 
France 8.6 103 2 

Centrally 
Plaltlled 

China 40.9 440 9 
Soviet Union 32.3 911 18 
East Germany 29.0 82 2 
Poland 26.9 113 2 

All Other 1.591 32 

Total 5,013 100 

The Role of E//icielrcy ill the U~riud Sttllt!S 

The United States emits more carbon emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels than 
any other nation in the world. As shoWB in Table 2. the U.S. share is 23 percent of the 
world's total. This portion would be substantially higher if it were not for major efficiency 
gains (and significant increases in C0

2 
benign supply) already made. Since 1973. total 

energy use has remained roughly constant. while real GNP has increased by 40%, 
demonstratinla that economic growth has become decoupled from growth in energy 
consumption. Indeed. if the U.S. economy were as energy-intensive as it was just 15 
years ago. we would be importing four times as much oil. and paying an additional Sl50 
billion each year for energy.'9 

i7 
Data an Cor 1983, taken from Tables 10·1 and ll·( o( L. Brown et al., State o( the World 1987, Worldwatc:h 

Institute, Wuhin(ton D.C., 1987. 

88 
Aanual Energy Reviewt986, Enero- lnConnation Adminiotration, Wuhin(ton, D.C., 1986. 

89
H. Celler, J.P. Harria, M.O. Lcvine, and A.H. Rosen!eld, *The Role o( Federal Re•ean:h and Development in 

Ad,.anc:inc enera ECCic.ienc:y: A SSO Dilllon Con~riboution to the US Economy; AnnuAl Review or Energy 12:3S7 ·9S 

(l987). 
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Despite these dramatic successes. there is still a very large potential for further efficiency 
gains in the U.S. As just one example. it now costs no more to build an energy-efficient 
office building than to build an inefficient one. and if these commercial building 
improvements are adopted. then in fifty years time. 85 power plants and the equivalent of 
two Alaskan pipelines will have been avoided.90 Studies have shown that by investing in 
efficiency. the U.S. has the means to reduce its annual energy bill by a net S220 billion.91 

Federal investments in energy efficiency have been relatively small, yet have produced 
outstanding results. One analysis finds that seven Federal investments totaling Sl6 million 
for building components and equipment yielded a total savings of $68 billion -- a return of 
4400:1 on the taxpayers· dollars.92 However there is much farther to go, especially if U.S. 
industry is to regain its competitive edge in the international marketplace.93 As shown in 
Table 2. for each dollar of GNP produced, the U.S. currently consumes some 19.3 MJ of 
energy. compared with 11.8 MJ for the FRC, and only 9.7 MJ for Japan. g.( 

El ficiency. ;, Less Developed Cowttries 

The perception that the ratio of energy consumption to CNP growth is not fixed and can in 
fact be sharply reduced. primarily through increasing end-use efficiency, is becoming 
widely accepted in industrialized countries. but has only recently become known in the 
developing world. Hence. energy planners in developing countries continue to project rates 
of secondary energy use that grow in lockstep with projected economic growth. 

~...._H. Ro.cnCeld a.nd D. Halemei.tec, •Encra Efficient Bw1dincs: Scientific American 2S8 ((), Aprill988,pp. 18-

85. 
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H. Ccllcc, J.P. Hania, M.D. LcviDc, and A..H. R.o.enCcld, •The Role of Fedenl Raean:h and Development in 

Advancin( enera Efficiency: A SSO Billion Contribution to the US Ecof!omy: Annual Rcvi"w or Enerey 1~.::57-QS 

(19S7). 
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aervice provided by Rocky Mountaift laatituC.e, Snowma.c, CO 81654). A~td finally, the efficiency o( new can could be 

raiced from an averace o( 26 mila per cation (mpc) to (0 mPC. at a coat of le•• tha.n one dollar per c&tlon of cuoline 

aaved. Not only would thia be coct effective, but it would aave 3.(" of Cuel uae in new can (D. Blevi•, Testimony on 

Post-1985 Fuel Economy for Light v.,hicJes, Hou•e Subcommittee on Enercr Conaervation and Power, Committee on 

Commen:e; .,. July 1984, quoted ift Ccller et al., 21!.....Si!). Considerably biccer uvinp will ultimately be poaaible, u 

efficient can bein( developed by Toyota, Fiat, Peuceot, Renault, Volltawacen, Ford, etc. become comm.,n:ially 

available. Compoaite on·road fuel efficiencie• between 'TO and 121 mf)C are already beinc achieved in prototypea. 

g(W.U. Chandler, •Deci(ftin( Suatainable Economica: in Stat" of the World 1987, Waahin(ton, O.C., Worldwatch 

lsutitute, 1987, Table 10·1. 
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Energy modelling has generally been based on energy output and has not explicitly con
sidered consumer decisions as energy inputs. However, this ignores the fact that energy 
demand is shaped by political and economic structures.95 Individual and industrial con
sumers have a broad choice of investments in equipment and appliances that commit them 
to greatly differing levels in efficiency and energy usage for the same services. The input 
measure in energy modelling should therefore reflect those elements over which the 
consumer has a choice.96 

A growing number of studies in the developing world show that investment in efficient 
appliances, motors. etc .• is a much less expensive way to provide the energy services re
quired to meet growing economic needs. A 1986 study of Brazil, performed by the 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy and Brazil's main utility, found that a 
$10 billion investment in efficiency would offset a roughly $40 billion investment required 
to generate the 22 OW that could instead be saved through the efficiency investments.97 

Recent studies of the Indian industrial sector show investment in efficiency to provide a 
significantly higher energy yield than investment in domestic energy sources.98 In fact, 
developing nations have been turning increasingly to energy efficiency, and particularly in 
electricity usage, as a way to provide required commercial and residential needs with lower 
capital investment.09 

Lower electricity and energy demand growth means lowered borrowing, reduced 
environmental degradation. and more resources to invest in other infrastructure. education. 
agriculture. etc. Despite the greater return on investment in energy efficiency than in 
building new generating plants (and lower LDC borrowing and environmental degradation), 
most aid institutions still spend very little on promoting efficiency.100 A major impediment 
to efficient use of energy is very high energy subsidies, which encourage investment in 
inefficient plants, equipment, and appliances, and discourage investment in efficiency. 
However. encouraged by loan conditions of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 
developing nations are dismantling energy subsidies, with a consequent dampening in 
growth of energy demand. This implies a higher price elasticity of demand for energy than 
is generally calculated for LDcs.101 

g~Michacl Drohao, •Encqr Fu&UMI f« Oil·lmpor&inc Dcvelopinc Countries: EMrgy Polig, June 1985. 
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E.R.. Bcmdt ancl C. Wat&iu, •Mociellinc Enercr Demand: The Choice Between Input and Output Eneqy Mea• 

eure•: The Energy JoumaJ. Apn1 1986, pp. 69·70. 
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In sum. the scenarios examined in this section all have one element in common: improved 
efficiency of energy use. While energy efficiency is not a panacea, it offers the greatest 
promise to reduce global C02 emissions substantially. while also ameliorating other 
problems such as acid rain. and economic inefficiency. Moreover. rather than being just a 
theory. this efficiency potential has also been demonstrated in practice. Since 1973, the 
energy used per unit world economic output has declined by 12 percent, primarily in 
response to increased oil prices. This has occurred in the absence of vigorous efforts to 
promote increased efficiency in most nations, and only gives a hint of what would be 
possible in the event of a concerted effort to implement improved energy efficiency 
worldwide. 

6. Comparison Between E/ficietrcy a1td Nuclear AmelioraJion 

Given that efficiency holds great promise for reducing global C0
2 

emissions. it is of 
particular interest to compare efficiency and nuclear strategies in terms of their efficacy 
and economics. A systematic global comparison of the costs of abating CO emissions via 
improved efficiency versus expanding nuclear supply would be quite difficult to carry ou.t, 
and in fact has not been done. However. specific regional examples of such comparisons 
provide a good basis for performing a few basic calculations.102 

Before proceeding with these calculations. it should be pointed out that most efficiency 
improvements can in principle be implemented very quickly. whereas the C0

2 
emissions 

targeted for displacement by a nuclear power plant continue unabated throughout the 
construction period of the plant -- which is a minimum of six years. Not only is C02 
abatement via efficiency much more expeditious. but it is also far more effective than 
nuclear power at reducing C02 emissions. as the next example shows. 

Plausible Nuclear Amelioration 

The nuclear programs envisioned in the High and Medium Scenarios of Section 3 were so 
extreme as to be economically infeasible in LDCS. and highly unlikely in developed nations. 
It is worthwhile to ask what a major -- yet much more plausible -- nuclear program could 
do to ameliorate C0

2 
emissions. Alvin Weinberg. a prominent nuclear advocate. recently 

suggested that in order to make a dent in C0
2 

emissions. production of electricity by 
nuclear power around the world should be increased by at least sixfold.1~ Let us consider 
this possibility for a moment. assuming that a sixfold expansion of nuclear power were 
commissioned in 1988 and completed by 2025. As shown in the Appendix. this requires 
that new nuclear capacity be brought on line at the average rate of 1000 MW (equivalent to 
one large plant) every 7.S days for the next 37 years. For comparison. during the period 
between 1970 and 1985. global nuclear capacity increased at the rate of 1000 MW every 
23.S days. so a sixfold expansion by 2025 is about three times more intensive than recent 
historical development of nuclear power. This rate of capital development is very high. but 
not implausible. given a major global commitment to nuclear power. 

loi Aa -• example, in 1983 the Pacific c- and Electric Company (PC" E) of California inveated $80 million for 

encca aavinc dcvic:ea and incentivu. The company'• economiata calca:late that thia aaved l40 mec;awaUa, at a coat of 

S3SO per kilowatt. By compariaon, PCE'a recently completely nuclear plant coat U.760 per kilowatt. •• almoat cicht. 

times hip«. 

103
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To what extent would such a program reduce C0
2 

emissions? By 2025. 2.594 TW of 
primary nuclear energy is produced, which displaces (if all coal-fired) 1.945 Gt/y of CO 
emissions from coaL Incorporating this into the original scenarios in Section 2, annual 
emissions are reduced by 11.5% in the high scenario, and 18.9% in the medium scenario. 
When non-C01 greenhouse gases are taken into account in these scenarios, tlze overall effect 
of the sixfold lluclear expansion 011 reduci11g gree11housc warmilfg is roughly six perce11t iu 
the high case. a11d aJ most tell percc11t in tile medium case. In contrast, in the Gotdemberg 
et al. efficiency scenario discussed in Section 4, the total contribution from coal in 2020 is 
1.95 TW. Thus this sixfold nuclear expansion is enough to displace all the coal plus 0.644 
TW of oil in this scenario {by 2025), which reduces C02 emissions from 4.85 Gtfy to 2.98 
Gt/y.lO( 

For ease of comparison, C0
1 

emissions displaced by the six-fold nuclear expansion are 
shown in Figure I for the high, medium, and Goldemberg {low) scenarios. The cross
hatched area sitting atop the three columns in 2025 represents the emissions displaced by 
the six fold expansion of nuclear power. This figure illustrates a key point. Amelioration 
of C0

2 
emissions due to nuclear power is barely noticeable in the high scenario {12%), and 

quite modest (19%) in the medium scenario. Only in the low scenario does the nuclear pro
gram result in a substantial reduction in C02 emissions (38%), and then o~tly because the 
overall magnitude of emissions has already been reduced by efficiency. Thus, in the low 
scenario, the size of the greenhouse problem has been scaled down to such an extent that 
nuclear power's modest contribution can be noticed.10s Thus Figure I gives an indication 
of the relative magnitudes of the amelioration effects due to efficiency and to nuclear 
power. The total height of each column is determined by the degree of efficiency 
improvement, and the much smaller cross-hatched adjustment perched atop each column is 
determined by the sixfold nuclear expansion. 

The conclusion is that a sixfold expansion of nuclear power. while costing a very optimistic 
1.43 trillion (1987) dollars. or an average of $39 billion per year for 37 years.106 can only 
take a small bite out of the greenhouse warming pie -- unless the pie itself is pre-shrunk 
by improved energy efficiency. 

Global Opportunity Cost 

To what extent does this sixfold nuclear expansion scenario effectively comribute to the 
greenhouse warming problem, in the sense of diverting funds away from the most 
promising C02 abatement strategies? To estimate the size of this •opportunity cost; we 
calculate the total C0

2 
displaced under this nuclear scenario. and then compare this with 

the total C02 that would have been displaced if the same investment been made in 
efficiency improvement. Consistent with our analyses above, we again make highly 

104
Sinc:e t.he Coldembcrt; Kenario hu a time boricon of %0%0, Cor purpoaes of thi• analysis, we extrapolate to %0%5, 

uauminc that all primary cnera value• remain conatant. betwftn 20%0 and %0%5. This ia not an unreuonabte 

ununption, becauae the total primary eftera and aupply mix chance very alowly in thia acenario. Furthennore, a 

live-yev difference doe. not mattu much when lookinc 3S to .CO years into the future. 

105
Strictly apeakin(, in makinc thia arcument, the clobal population and e<onomic output ahould be identical in the 

hicb, medium, and low acenarioa, but aince theae quantities are broadly equivalent in theae three acenarioa, the 

required adjustment• are neclicible. 

106H • -•- h. hl • • • · b • • - ( t h • ere we acaan m ... e •c y optun1atac uaumptaona. ut an tlua cue we uaume an operaltng coat rat •er t an JUot 

capital coat) of S C:/kWh. 
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optamasttc assumptions for nuclear power~ and we shall also make rather pessimistic 
assumptions for efficiency. The cost of electricity generated from new nuclear power 
plants is assumed to be just S cents per k\Vh (see Appendix). We shall assume U.S. cost 
estimates are roughly applicable worldwide. and we shall ignore the fact that efficiency 
improvements generally have very short lead times. Thus for the purposes of this exercise~ 
neither efficiency improvements nor nuclear power will begin to displace carbon emissions 
before 1995. Since the marginal cost of efficiency wilt presumably rise with increased 
investment in efficiency. we assume that the cost of efficiency will increase linearly. 
doubling over the thirty year period from 1995 to 2025. Specifically. the cost of efficiency 
is assumed to rise steadily from the figure cited below of 2 cents per kWh in 1995107 to 4 
cents per kWh in 2025. Meanwhile. nuclear costs will be held fixed (all calculations are 
done in 1987 S). 

As shown in Figure 2. even under these optimistic assumptions for nuclear power (and 
pessimistic assumptions for efficiency?). the nuclear scenario still dumps 17.27 Gt more 
carbon into the earth•s atmosphere than the efficiency scenario (see Appendix). This is an 
average of O.S1S Gt/yr between 1995 and 2025. representing over 10% of today•s global 
carbon emissions. Thus. a sixfold expansion of nuclear power would actually exacerbate 
the greenhouse warming problem by diverting funds away from efficiency -- thereby 
effectively causing an additional 17.3 Gt of C02 emissions to be added to the earth•s 
atmosphere. 

Marginal Qpoortutri/J' Costs of Nuclegr Power in U.S. 

The U.S. is the principal emitter of carbon emissions in the world. and it is therefore of 
particular interest to compare efficiency and nuclear strategies for abatement of CO, 
emissions in the U.S. Specifically. for each dollar invested in nuclear power. how mudi 
carbon is emitted into the earth•s atmosphere that would not have been emitted. had that 
dollar been invested in improved efficiency? 

To calculate this. we need estimates of the cost of saving electricity via improved 
efficiency. and the cost of generating electricity via new nuclear power plants. A recent 
study analyzes the cost and savings potential of several electrical efficiency improvements, 
including solid state ballasts. improved refrigerators. and water heaters.108 As shown in the 
Appendix. the weighted average cost of these various improvements is approximately 2 
cents per kWh of electricity saved. Meanwhile. the cost of electricity generated from new 
nuclear power plants (in 1987 S) is currently around 13.5 cents per kWh (see Appendix). 
Thus one dollar buys SO kWh of saved electricity. and oniy 7.4 kWh of nuclear electricity. 
Assuming a strategy of displacing coat-fired power. efficiency is therefore S0/1.4 • 6.76 
times more cost-effective in displacing carbon emissions than nuclear power. 

More importantly. for each dollar invested in nuclear power. (SO - 7.4) kWhe - 42.6 kWh 
of electricity savings are forgone. This represents an additional 42.6 kWhe of coat-fir~a 
power that could have been displaced at no extra cost. had the dollar been invested in 
efficiency instead of njclear power. Since the carbon intensity of existing coal-fired power 
plants is 2.57 x 10- t/k\Vhe• then for displacing carbon emissions (from coat-fired 
electricity). every dollar invested in nuclear power adds (42.6 kWhe)(2.57 ~ to-4 t/kWhe) • 
0.011 tonnes of carbon to the atmosphere that could have been avoided~ had that dollar 
been invested in efficiency. Put simply. ev~rJ• S/00 i11v~sted itt nuclear pow~r ~ff~ctivel)• 

lOTTh. • · h · -• · d "9S h" I • bl .. -...uma no tncrea.s• an t e marcan ... coat of .. rr-c:y between no,.. an t, . w ac 1 •• a reuona • 

uaumpt.ion foe this exercise because efficiency is presumed not to be able to malce a contribution before 199S. 

108 
Celler !!..!!:. 
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releases a11 additio11al Wmte of C02 imo the atmosphere. This provides a measure of the 
environmental opportunity cost of nuclear power. 

These results are illustrated in Figure 3, which compares the efficacy of nuclear power and 
efficiency for abating CO: emissions at the margin. As shown, efficiency displaces 6.75 
times more carbon per dollar invested than does nuclear power. Moreover, the opportunity 
cost of each dollar invested in nuclear power is shown as the lighter gray area. representing 
the additional carbon that could have been displaced, had that dollar been invested in 
efficiency. 

The opportunity cost of nuclear power can be computed in another way that is also of 
interest. Let k represent the carbon intensity of existing coal-fired power plants 
(t/k\Vhe). 109 Further, let c be the cost of producing one kWhe of electricity from new 
nuclear power [S/kWheJ, ana let ce.. be the cost of displacing one kWh~ of electricity with 
improved efficiency [S/kWhe1· Then one dollar buys 1/cn (kWh tS) of new nuclear 
electricity, and assuming that this displaces existing coal-fired power fat constant demand), 
then the direct carbon displaced per dollar invested in new nuclear power is given by k/c 
(t/S]. Parallel calculations hold for efficiency: one dollar buys 1/ce [kWhef$] of displacea 
electricity, which displaces k/ce (t/$) carbon. 

For each dollar invested in nuclear power. we now calculate the foregone carbon 
displacement. denoted by S (t/S]. Here, S represents the additional carbon - over and 
above the carbon displaced due to direct replacement of coal-fired power by nuclear power 
- that could have been displaced. had that dollar been invested in efficiency. This is 
simply given by S = k/ce - k/cn. Note that S > 0, since en > ce. Thus S may be regarded 
as the quantity of carbon •released• to the atmosphere for each dollar invested in nuclear 
power. Since that same dollar buys 1/cn kW~ of nuclear electricity. the effective carbon 
intensity of new nuclear power is given by <;jf(l/cn)• which simplifies algebraically to k 
(cnfce - 1 ). 

This expression becomes particularly interesting when we plug in numerical values for the 
costs. Using the figures cited above of en = 13.5 ~/kWhe and ce = 2 lt/kWhe, we find that 
the effective carbon intensity of nuclear power is nearly six times greater than the direct 
carbon intensity of coal fired power.110 

6. Summar)' alld Collclusiotrs 

Given the increasing threat of greenhouse climate warming. many people have assumed that 
the world will eventually be forced to turn to nuclear power as the most viable response to 
this threat. To explore this possibility, we began by examining future scenarios in which 
greenhouse warming is likely to be a major problem: namely. representative scenarios that 

109F th" d" . . C ll · · • • k T .bot d f . or •• aacuaaoon, unota o a quantataea are c:aven an aquare brac eta. he sym t otan a or metrae tona. 

110
Thia number ahould be interpreted cautioualy. For example, note that uauminc a coat o{ 7 cenle per kWia for 

electricity ccnerated from coal, tlae equivalent number for the emciency opportunity coat of investinc: in coal fired 

power is G.·C"l IC 10 --c t/kWh, which is l.S times creater than the direct carbon intensity of coal tired power. 
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project moderate to heavy consumption of fossil fuels. We then posited the optamtstac 
hypothesis that a global transition frorn coat to nuclear power could be completed over the 
next four decades. This is 3n extreme but highly favorable scenario for a successful 
nuclear response to greenhouse warming. Coal was selected as the target for displacement 
because it is the •dirtiest• and most readily substitutable fossil fuel. We found that nuclear 
power plants must be built at the average rate of one new plant (1000 MW) every 011e to 
three da.vs for nearly four decades. costing an average of between $151 billion and $229 
billion each year. However. even these massive nuclear programs sustained for four 
decades do not prevent an increase in C02 emissions. and global warming continues in both 
scenarios. Moreover, the economic impact of such programs on developing nations would 
probably be catastrophic. while the effect on the global economy would be severe. 

These nuclear scenarios are then considered in the light of recent experience with nucle3r 
power around the world. In most industrialized nations. the future of nuclear power 
continues to be bleak. and prospects for a major reversal appear very remote -- a situation 
that has been widely publicized. Nuclear experience in less developed countries (LOCS) is 
much less well known. Developing nations have the fastest rate of population growth, the 
lowest installed electricity generation capacity, and most rapid projected rate of growth of 
electricity consumption. In the early 1970s, nuclear programs were initiated in LOCs on a 
large scale -- comparable to what would be required in an attempted nuclear solution to the 
greenhouse problem. Despite export financing and subsidies, and a substantial LOC political 
and economic commitment to nuclear energy. the nuclear programs have failed in the 
majority of cases. Current massive interest obligations of debtor nations leave little foreign 
exchange left over for expensive imports, and Locs simply cannot obtain the credit and 
capital that would be required to finance a major nuclear buildup. Moreover. even if the 
requisite financing and political will were available. the additional debt incurred from 
major nucleariz:ation in LOCS would roughly double the already crippling debt burden. 
spelling economic disaster for most LOCS. The conclusion is that prospects for major 
nuclear development in Locs on a scale sufficient to significantly abate C02 emissions are 
thin to vanishing. 

Having explored scenarios of moderate to heavy fossil fuel consumption, we next examined 
energy scenarios that project low growth in future consumption of fossil fuels. In most of 
these scenarios. greenhouse warming is not nearly so serious a threat. Low growth in 
energy consumption is achieved via improving energy efficiency. permitting substantial 
economic growth. For example. in one scenario. the entire world attains Western European 
living standards by 2020. yet annual C0

2 
emissions decline and nuclear power is 

unnecessary. 

Given that the nuclear programs analyzed earlier were so extreme as to be infeasible we 
next explored the effects that a major but feasible nuclear program would have Oil ame
liorating greenhouse warming. This involved a sixfold expansion of nuclear power by 2025. 
and it was found to have rather little effect on greenhouse warming -- w:l~ss the 
magnitude of the problem were sufficiently reduced by improved energy efficiency. Thus 
nuclear power·s contribution to solving greenhouse warming is inherently small. and could 
only be significant if the overall problem is shrunk by efficiency in the first place. 

Finally, we compare the economics of efficiency and nuclear strategies for abatement of 
eo,. h is found that in the u.s .. efficiency displaces nearly seven times as much eo, (per 
dollar invested in abatement) as new nuclear power does. This means that nuclear power as 
a strategy for reducing greenhouse warming carries a heavy opportunity cost for every 
SIOO invested in nuclear C0

2 
abatement. one tonne of CO is released into the earth•s 

atmosphere that could have been avoided. had that SIOO beeJ put into efficiency. In this 
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sense~ the pursuit of nuclear power as a response to greenhouse warming actually 
exacerbates the problem by diverting funds away from the most promising approaches. 

We conclude that the dream of a nuclear solution to the greenhouse warming problem is 
precisely that -- a dream. Nevertheless. we share a sense of urgency about the greenhouse 
problem with many advocates of nuclear power. Precisely because of this urgency. it is 
self -evident that the nations of the world should pursue those energy policies that will 
ameliorate the greenhouse problem as quickly and effectively as possible. This means going 
for the most effective correctives firs~ and in this case those correctives happen to be the 
cheapest ones as well Not only is nuclear power slower and far more expensive than 
efficiency improvement. but its overall potential for displacing CO: emissions is also much 
smaller. The fastes~ least expensive. and above all. most effective response to CO:-induced 
greenhouse warming is to curtail the emission of CO: by improving the energy efficiency 
of the global economy. 
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Appendix: Details of Calculatiom 

Details of selected calculations reported in the text are provided below. For full details, see 
B. Keepin and G. Kats, Greenhouse Warming: A Rationale for Nuclear Power? forthcoming 
report, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass. CO 81654. 

Medium Scenario 

The scenario is case •a• from J.A. Edmonds and J. Reilly, An Atral)'Sis of Possible Future 
Atmospheric Retention of Fossil Fuel CO%, U.S. Department of Energy DOE/OR/21400-1, 
September 1984, hereafter abbreviated ER. 

From Table B-6 in Appendix B of ER, we find global primary energy consumption in 2025 
to be 673.2 EJ/y. which is 21.34 TW (since 1 TW- 31.54 El/y). Of this, 297.67 EJ/y. or 
9.44 TW, is from coal. From the same table, we find that 53% of this coal is consumed in 
developed countries. with the remainder consumed in LDCS. Converting the total 9.44 TW 
to secondary energy gives 3.15 TW. which requires 4.8-4 TW of installed nuclear capacity 
(assuming 65% capacity factor). 

The nuclear contribution already existing in the scenario in 2025 is given in Table B-6 of 
ER as 21.78 EJ primary, which is 0.23 TW secondary. requiring 0.354 TW installed 
capacity. The fraction of this component in developed countries is 85%. 

Thus the total installed capacity required by 2025 in this scenario is 0.53 x 4.84 TW + 0.85 
x 0.354 TW • 2.81 TW in developed countries. and 0.47 x 4.84 TW + 0.15 x 0.354 TW = 
2.33 TW in LDCS. The schedules for completing installed capacity in developed and 
developing countries are shown in Tables A.l and A.2. respectively. assuming exponential 
growth of the form 

A ek(t-1990) 

with initial conditions for developed countries being 340 GW in 1990. and 2870 GW in 
2025. We select 1990 as the initial point because the six year lead time for construction of 
power plants means that the impact of the nuclear scenario could not be felt before 1995 
(hence the global installed capacity for 1990 is fixed111). The exponential growth constant 
(k) turns out to be 0.061 for the developing countries, and 0.133 for the LDCs {these 
translate into annual growth rates of 6.3% in developed countries and 14.2% in LDCS). 

The entries in the second column of Tables A.l and A.2 {tabeled ·change in Inst. Cap.'") are 
simply the difference of two successive entries from the first column. The data in the 
'"Retired Capacity• column are adapted from industry decommissioning plans,ll% and the 
final column (labeled •New Additions to Capacity•) is obtained by adding the entries from 
the previous two columns. All figures are rounded to the nearest whole GW. 

ll!Boundat'J' condition• Cor 1990 arc 3'0 CW in dc¥elopcd nation•, and %2 CW in LOCe, taken from •world Liat. of 

Nuclear Power Plant., Nuclear News. Fcbruat'J' 1986, quot.ed in C. Pollodt, Decommiuioning: Nuclear Power'• Missing 

Link, Worldwatda Paper No. 69, Worldwatcb ln•titute, W;;uhincton, D.C., April, 1986. 

1 12
ld. F« details of paat and pcescnt clobal commitment to nuclear power, a.od current plan• for the future, aee 

Appcndi& A oC B. Kccpin and C. Kat., Creenhouse W:.m1inc: A Rationale for Nuclear Power! fotthcominc report, 

Rock:r Mountain lnatitutc, Snowmau, CO 8165•. 
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Year 

198S 
1990 
1995 
2000 
2005 
2010 
2015 
2020 
2025 

Year 

198S 
1990 
1995 
2000 
2005 
2010 
2015 
2020 
2025 

Table A.l Installed Nuclear Capacity in Developed Countries (CW) 
(Mt:diunr Sct:11ario} 

Installed Change in Retired New additions 
Capacity Inst. Cap. Capacity to Capacity 

236 109 0 109 
340 104 I lOS 
461 121 4 125 
62S 164 11 175 
848 223 54 277 

1150 302 57 359 
1560 410 109 S19 
2116 556 lOS 661 
2870 754 12S 879 

Table A.2 Installed Nuclear Capacity in LDCS (GW) 
(Medium Sce11ario} 

Installed Change in Retired New additions 
Capacity Inst. Cap. Capacity to Capacity 

13 9 0 9 
22 9 0 9 
43 21 0 21 
84 41 0 41 

164 80 0 80 
318 154 4 158 
618 300 9 309 

1200 582 9 591 
2330 1130 21 1151 

Total global installed nuclear capacity reaches 5200 GW by 2025. which is an 18.2-fold 
increase over today•s capacity of 283.6 GW. ln Locs. the current capacity is 15.02 GW,113 

meaning that installed capacity must increase 2330/15.02 • 155-fold by 2025. 

Summing the final columns of these tables. we obtain 3209 GW to be built in developed 
countries (equivalent to 3.209 large power plants). and 2369 GW in LDCS. The 
corresponding average capital investment rates over the 37 year period are one new (1000 
MW) power plant every (37 x 365)/3209 • 4.21 days in developed countries. and every 5.70 
days in LDCS. The global capacity to be added in this scenario is 5578 GW. which means a 
new plant every 2.42 days. 

113Nucleonics Week, (June Ul87. pp. H·IG. 
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The contribution from L:uin America mentioned in the text is computed from the data 
given in Table B-6 of ER. Primary coal and nuclear consumption are 19.07 EJ and 1.45 
EJ, respectively. Thus 19.07 EJ + 1.4S EJ • 20.52 EJ • 0.6Sl TW (primary) • 0.217 TW 
(secondary). which requires 0.334 TW installed nuclear capacity, or 334 GW. 

OnnortrmitJ• Costs of Nuclear Power 

To calculate the marginal cost of efficiency quoted in the text. we begin with the cost data 
shown in Table 4 of Geller .et Dl •• 114 reproduced in Figure A. I below. The four electricity 
saving technologies considered are solid state ballasts, us high efficiency refrigerator 
compressor, high efficiency refrigerator/freezer, and heat pump water heater. The cost of 
conserved electricity is calculated as the ratio of the entries in row 5 to those in row I (eg 
for solid state ballasts (ssa). the result is ($1.70/y)/(133 kWh/y) • 1.28 C/kWh). The total 
annual electricity savings are obtained as the proguct of the entries in row 1 with those ol 
row 10 (again, for ssa, the result is (600 x 10 units)(l33 kWh/unit/y) • 79,800 x 10 
kWh/y. This number is used as a weight in calculating the weighted average cost of 
conserved electricity. The corresponding figures are obtained for the remaining 
technologies, and the weighted average is given by ( 1.28(79,800) + 0.62(14,904) + 
3.57(18,480) + 2.96(58,800)}/171,984 • 2.043 C/kWh. This figure is rounded to 2 C/kWh in 
the text, and provides a measure of today's average marginal cost of electrical efficiency in 
the United States. 

The cost of electricity generated from new nuclear power plants in the U.S. is obtained in 
consultation with Charles Komanoff of Komanoff Energy Associates in New York City.116 

The result is 13.3 C/kWh, which is consistent with the experience of many utility 
companies.111 

Sixfq/d Exnansion of Nuc/l'flr fower 

Using data from the end of 1986. the global installed nuclear capacity is 273.715 GW. and 
the total nuclear electricity generated in 1986 is 172.90 GW-y (this gives a capacity factor 
of 0.63 for 1'986).118 Multiplying the nuclear electricity generation by six. we have 1037.4 
GW-y of electricity to be generated in 2025. At a capacity factor of 65%, this requires 
(1037.4 GW)/0.65 • 1596 GW of insutled capacity by 2025. Assuming exponential growth 
from 1990 to 2025. the schedule for installed capacity is shown in Table A.3. Summing the 
figures in the final column of Table A.3 from 1990 onwards gives 1800 GW, which requires 
an average investment rate of (36S x 37)11&00 .. 7.5 days/GW. 

lU Celler et al. 

liS Firur.c uaed here include feedbac:\t dimminc control. u described in footnote •a• of the table. 

116 
Komanof!' Enera A.uoc:iatea. 270 LaCayette St •• Suite 902, New Yor\t, NY 10012. 

117 
See, Cor example, •eoat Outlook Cor Nuclear Power Planle Under Conatruc:tion; Public: Utilitiea Forc.nichtly. 21 

March t98S, p. 40. 

118
trucleonic:1 WeeJc, 9 April 1987, p. G. 
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Table A.3 Clobal Installed Nuclear Capacity (CW) 
(Sixfold Expansi011 of NucleDr Power) 

Year Installed Change in Retired New additions 
Capacity Inst. Cap. Capacity to Capacity 

l98S 249 118 0 118 
1990 362 113 I 114 
1995 448 86 4 90 
2000 SS3 lOS 11 116 
2005 684 Ill S4 ISS 
2010 84S 161 61 222 
2015 l04S 200 118 318 
2020 1291 246 114 360 
2025 1596 305 90 39S 

Opportunity Costs of Sixfold ExpmrsiotJ 

As discussed in the tex~ a sixfold expansion of nuclear power actually contributes some 
17.27 Gt of carbon to the earth's atmosphere that could have been avoided. had the same 
investment been made in efficiency. This is a conservative calculation made under the 
highly optimistic assumption that future nuclear electricity will cost only S C/kWh •1~ We 
assume that this figure applies globally (note that this is about one third of th; current 
marginal cost of new nuclear power in the U.S.). Since nuclear power plants ordered now 
could not come on line before 1995, we conservatively assume that no costs are incurred 
before 199S. and that the cost remains taxed thereafter at S t:./kWh. Meanwhile for the 
sake of this exercise, we assume that efficiency could also not displace electricity before 
1995, and that the cost of displacing electricity through efficiency improvement will 
increase linearly from 2 t:./kWh to 4 t:./kWh between 199S and 2025. The resulting 
calculations are summarized in Tables A.4 and A.S. 

We begin by computing the net increase in nuclear capacity (as a function of time) that 
would be required in the sixfold expansion scenario. This is obtained by subtracting 
existing and currently planned nuclear capacity120 from the •Installed Capacity" column in 
Table A.l, and the result is shown in the lust column of Table A.4. Hence. this column 
shows the additional nuclear capacity that would laave to be buil~ over and above all 
existing and planned nuclear power ptants.'21 Assuming a 65% capacity factor, the second 
column of Table A.4 shows the resulting electricity generation, and the third column shows 
the associated cost (at S ct:fkWh). Finally, the last column of Table A.4 shows the C02 
emissions (from coat fired power) that would be displaced by this nuclear capacity. 

h§Thia firure ia calculated auumin~ a capital co.t of SlOOO per inatalled kW, and optimi•tic u•umptiona about 

operatin~ eotb, Me Appendix A oC B. Kecpin and C. Kata, Cr<r:cnhousc Warming; A Rationale for Nuclear Power! 

(orthcominc report, Rocky Mountain Inatitutc, Snowmua, CO 8165(. 

120
Sec Appendix A of D. Kecpin and C. Kata, Greenhouse Warminc;: A Rationale for Nuclear Power! (orthcominc 

report, Roclcy Mountain lnatitute, Snowmua, CO 81654. 

12111 i• important to ute thue !l!!, inc:rcuea in installed capacity, aincc otherwiae the calculation• would not ma'kc a 

fair, direct compariaon between new investment. in nuclear power and new investment• in efficic"cy. To u.e ab.olute 

fi(Ura (ie. lint column or Table D.S) rather·than tbnc od &~urea would make cn&ciency loo't better than it really ia. 
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To calculate the C0
2 

that could be displaced by an equivalent investment in efficiency. we 
begin with the assumed marginal cost (as a function of time) of displacing electricity (via 
efficiency improvement). shown in the firsr column of Table A.S. We then divide the 
annual cost figures in Table A.4 (third column) by the marginal cost entries in the first 
column of Table A.S. to obtain the total electricity displaced, shown in the second column 
of Table A.S. Again assuming that coal fired power is displaced, this results in C02 
displacement as shown in the third column of Table A.S. 

Finally. to compute the difference in carbon displacement between the nuclear and the 
efficiency scenarios, we subtract the entries in the last column of Table A.4 from those in 
the third column of A.S. This yields the excess C0

2 
displaced in the efficiency scenario. 

shown in the last column of Table A.S. To obtain the total excess carbon displaced in the 
efficiency scenario, we compute the time integral of this column. which yields 17.27 Gt. 
Over the thirty period from 1995 to 2025. this is an average of 0.576 Gt/y, which is more 
than 10% of today's emiss.ions. 
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Table A.4 Carbon Displacement - Nuclear Scenario 
(Six-Fold Expansion of Nuclear Power) 

Year Excess Inst. Eleg. Gen. Cost
9 

C02 Displaced 
Cap. (GW) (10 GWh) ($10 /y) (Mt/y) 

1985 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1990 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1995 71.6 0.41 20.5 105 
2000 187.5 1.07 53.5 275 
2005 372.8 2.12 106.0 545 
2010 595.3 3.39 169.5 871 
2015 912.8 5.20 260.0 1336 
2020 1272.9 7.25 362.5 1862 
2025 1596.0 9.09 454.5 2335 

Table A.S Carbon Displacement - Efficiency Scenario 

Year Efficiency Eteg- Displ. C02 Displ. Ex. C02 
cost (e/kWh) (10 GWh) (Mt7y) Displ. 

1985 2.00 0.0 0.0 0 
1990 2.00 0.0 0.0 0 
1995 2.00 1.03 265 160 
2000 2.33 2.29 588 313 
2005 2.67 3.97 1020 415 
2010 3.00 5.65 1451 580 
2015 3.33 7.80 2003 667 
2020 3.67 9.88 2538 676 
2025 4.00 11.36 2918 583 
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